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•Teen found guilty/3A
Boptrot winds down/4A
•Cookies arrive/6A
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Cleaver nets 35 to guide Lakers
past Tigers, into regional tourney
Story on Sports// 1A
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LBL tied to
TVA's future

05

Crowell goes
before Congress
By DAVID PACE
Associated Press Writer
"I think you'd
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republican lawmakers questioned
find the. situation
whether the Tennessee Valley
where some people
Authority has exceeded its conwhether
and
charter
gressional
would like to come
the government should consider
in and buy some of
turning it over to private
the things."
enterprise.
Meanwhile, legislators are also
Craven Crowell
taking a hard look at the appro(TVA chairman)
priations for TVA's non-power
side, which includes a recommendation for $6.2 million for Land
Between the Lakes.
linghuysen fall within the scope
At a House appropriations subof the TVA charter.
on
Tuesday
committee hearing
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Earlier, Rep. Knollenberg, RTVA's fiscal 1995 budget
MAKING WAY: James Barrett of Murray Electric System clears the debris from cut trees as pan of the widening of Chestnut Street.
had asked Crowell to outMich.,
request, Rep. Rodney FrelinghuyAccording to Mayor Bill Cherry, the trees are being cut in preparation of moving utilities, which is scheduled to be done by May 31. Once the
pluses and minuses of
the
line
sen, a freshman from New Jersey,
state has accepted bids for the project, the actual road work will begin. Cherry said rather than closing both lanes, work will be done on one
the Depression -era
privatizing
said he could find no authority in
lane at a time, leaving one lane open so lopst bushy's!'" won't suffer.
agency. He said a private corpoTVA's charter for the environration wouldn't be coming to
mental research programs the
Congress asking for $140 million
agency operates in Muscle Shoin federal assistance in fiscal
als, Ala.
as TVA is doing.
1995,
that
think
people
"Many
Crowell said TVA's nuclear
you've expanded your mission
power program, with its $17 bilbeyond the original scope that
lion debt, probably would not be
was envisioned in 1934," Frevery attractive to private inveslinghuysen told TVA Chairman
Dole said as he recessed the
week.
Senate Majority Leader Bob
By ALAN FRAM
But other TVA assets might
tors.
you
did
"How
Crowell.
Craven
Craig said the Social Security
Dole, R-Kan., today abruptly put Senate to provide time for the
Associated Press Writer
attract buyers.
well
ozone
into
go
to
authority
the
get
at
to
offered
being
negotiations.
was
proposal
private
the Senate into recess as amendWAaHINGTON (AP) — Supand
emissions
gas
toxic
research,
least four wavering Democrats:
ment proponents searched for the
"I think you'd find the situaSen. Larry Craig, R-Idaho, a
porters of a balanced-budget
Sens. Kent Conrad and Byron. economic development?"
67th vote needed to ship the meawhere some people would
tion
amendment,
the
of
sponsor
chief
a
delayed
today
amendment
Dorgan of North Dakota, Dianne
the states for ratification.
to
sure
environmental
said
Crowell
come in and buy some of
to
like
vote
final
a
said he believed
showdown roll call on the meaFeinstein of California and Harry
priori- the things," he said. "They'd
a
been
has
always
research
next
the
within
held
be
to
would
plan
a
offering
were
as
They
Thursday
sure until at least
Reid of Nevada.
ty at TVA because of its respon- take the cream and leave the skim
wavering Democrats that would two days, even if the measure
they sought the single, decisive
"This is a strong offer," Craig
to manage the Tennessee to the taxpayers. The taxpayers
sibility
vagmore
was
Dole
lose.
might
Security
Social
protect
stunning
gradually
vote needed to avert a
said in an interview. "If they're
River watershed. And he insisted
ue, saying, "it could" when
from budget cuts.
defeat for a premier Republican
that the programs cited by Fre- • See Page 2
"This is no time for retreat," asked if the vote would occur this • See Page 2
priority.

Budget amendment vote delayed

Schools worry
about meal plan
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
For decades, students enrolled
in public school systems have
been able to rely on hot, nutritional meals as part of the
federally-funded school breakfast
and lunch programs.
However, all that may change
if the programs arc lumped
together with other programs
such as Food Stamps, WIC and
the Commodity Distribution
Program as part of welfare
reform legislation.
Under a bill approved last
week by the House Economic and
Educational Opportunities Committee, funding for the programs
would shift from a federallyadministered process to block
grants sent to the states.
The grants could grow each
year, but by a fixed amount and
not based op a particular state's
need. In addition, the measure
would also discard federal nutrition guidelines.
However, those who coordinate
local school nutrition programs
see troubled waters ahead if The
Republican-controlled Congress
opts to alter the operation of
child nutrition programs.
"1 8111 concerned about the situation because we spend quite a
bit of time and money trying to

"You don't have
the fraud in this
program that you
have in programs
such as Food
Stamps."
Joanna Adams
(Calloway food service)
meet federal guidelines," said
Joanna Adams, Calloway County
food service director. "If they do
away with the funds, I would
assume they would do away with
the regulations."
According to a newsletter published by the Kentucky Department of Education Division of
School and Community Nutrition,
the implementation of block
grants would mean that each state
would run its own child nutrition
programs and set reimbursement
rates, nutrition standards (if any),
requirements for record keeping,
etc.
In fact, the amount of money
available to Kentucky for the first
year of the block grant would be
III See Page 2

BERNARD KANE(Ledger a Imes photo

Doris Cella speaks of her Mend, Sld Easley, during last night's second annual Murray Woman's Club's
"Roast" dinner at Currie Center ballroom, Murray State University. Also "roasted" were Ubby Hart and Dr.
Clegg Austin. Bob Valentine was emcee. Proceeds will go toward renovation of Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Logging plan released
GOLDEN POND. Ky.(AP) —
Logging takes a back seat to tourism and wildlife protection under
a new wildlife management plan
being considered for Land
Between the Lakes.

Timber harvesting was sus- ty also conducted an impact study
pended at the 170,000-acre recre- last year on recommendation
ation area in October of 1992, from the group, The Shawnee
after an environmental group Defense Fund of Brookport. Ill.
threatened a lawsuit.
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Local
- play is
held over
After record crowds and sold out
performances, the Playhouse in the
Park has decided to present two
more performances of their production of "To Kill a Mockingbird."
Added performapces will be Friday.
March 10 and Saturday, March 11.
Both performances will be at 8 p.m.
Call the Playhouse at (502) 7591752 to make reservations.
"The response to this play has
been unbelievable," says Executive
Director, Lana Bell. "We are
getting people from all over the
region -- Paducah, Ft. Campbell,
Cadiz, Gilbertsville, Calvert City,
Hopkinsville -- in numbers we've
never seen before. The Playhouse
has always been regional theatre,
but the percentage of people coming
from outside of Murray is really up
for this play."
The first weekend of the production was sold out. Many people who
had not made reservations came
anyway, putting their name on a
waiting list in CAM there were
cancellations. The Playhouse does
not require those making reservations to pay in advance, consequently, each performance usually
has about 25 cancellations or "no
chows" according to Bell.
111 See Page 2
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22 percent less than would be
available under current law. •
"We receive 17 cents from the

federal government for every student meal served and 4 cents
from the slate." Adams said. "We
also receive 14.5 cents in free
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.Lower Energy Cost
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information
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage
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Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.'
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

food per lunch plate."
Under the proposed legislation,
both the reimbursements and the
commodities program would be
eliminated.
In addition, the federal program-eurrently-has-three Caassiarics
that students fall in based on
income level — fall pay, reduced
and free.
"There is also discussion that
the reduced category would be
done away with," Adams said. "If
they do away with it, those students would either float down to
the free category or go to the full
pay category."
In the Calloway County School
System, 7 percent of the students
fit in the reduced category, which
means they pay 25 cents for
breakfast_ and 40 cents for lunch.
Meanwhile, 33 percent of the
enrollment is eligible for free
lunches. According to Adams, 86
percent of the enrollment participates in the school lunch
program.
Judy Clark, food service director for the Murray Independent
School System, said the changes
would negatively affect the Murray schools.
Lmuumy
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would end up, I believe, in a bailout , situation involving the
nuclear program." -
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Tuesday's hearing marked the
first time TVA directors 'have
appeared before Congress since
Republicans took control last fall.
Several GOP lawmakers have
introduced legislation to privatize
TVA or at the very least, eliminate the annual federal appropriation for its non=power programs.
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If block grants are implemented and the suggested alterations are made to the programs,
Adams said that Calloway students won't suffer.
"There will be some places in
the state where the students might
suffer, especially if the federal
nutrition guidelines are eliminated," she said. "Some of the
districts have a secretary running
the program who is too busy
doing other things to run the
program properly.
"Financially, our program can
withstand a little of this," she
said.
In order to compensate for the
lost reimbursement funds, both
Adams and Clark said the prices
would , probably have to be

increased by as much as 50 cents. the school districts rather than the
individuals."
"If that happens, I worry that
people will start sending food to
Another drawback Adams
noted is that the block grants are
school and then we will have to
*orry about spoilage," Adams
set amounts, whereas the federal
said. "We give these kids better
program is open-ended so any
niusition_
toLmeals_stay_bot „student who qualifies can particiand cold meals stay cold."
pate at any time during the year.
Roth— Adams and Clark have
"What happens in April if you
have additional students qualify
made efforts to increase the nutriand your block grant has already
tional levels of the meals served
in their cafeterias, which often run out? I can set a lot of hungry
people out there," Adams said.
means ttying out reduced menus
Eliminating the commodities
and changing the cooking
methods to eliminate excess fats. program would also have a direct
impact on the school programs.
"I have seen what kids bring to
"We used to get $90,000 in
school and most of the time it is
free food," Adams said. "That
whatever the child can fix himhas dropped to $65,000. We use
self or beg Mom to buy at the
things such as ground beef, flour,
store," Adams said."We see a lot green beans and peaches, all of
of Little Debbie snack cakes, which is good food. If the free
Kool-Aid, chips and bologna food is gone, it could be tough."
sandwiches.
Meanwhile, food service direc"We really worry about what tors like Clark are asking legislathe kids eat," Adams said.
tors a simple question — Why
us?
Clark said she is afraid many
"This is one of the most sucschools will not only increase
prices, but serve more "popular" cessful programs," Clark said.
foods that are less nutritious to "We don't see rickets and illnesdraw larger crowds.
ses like we did before the progThe fact that the school nutri- ram was implemented (after
tional programs are being lumped World War II).
together with welfare programs is
"We know that the meals at
also troubling.
school are the only meals that
"You don't have the fraud in some kids get," she said. "It
this program that you have in seems like they are taking someprograms such as Food Stamps," thing that works and doing away
she said. "The money is sent to with it."

II Crowell...

READER INFORMATION
To reach all departments of the

Introducing Heartland Tool & Die

"I am afraid the block grants
would have an adverse effect on
us because wealave a large number of paying students," Clark
said.
In the Murray system, 28 percent of theleim' ollinent4including_
Head Start) is eligible for free or
teiluced lunches. A total of 64
percent of the enrollment eats
lunch.
"The First Congressional District has a low percentage of students on free and reduced lunches
and therefore our block grant
amount would probably be smaller," she said.

Rep. John Myers, R-Ind.,
chairman of the appropriations

subcommittee on energy and
water development, which has
jurisdiction over TVA's budget,
gave no indication how TVA
might fare when the panel begins
drafting is fiscal 1995 spending
bill later this year.
But the tone of the questions
raised by Knollenberg and Frelinghuysen suggest that TVA's
funding likely will face much
closer scrutiny than it has in
recent years.

cy got this year although the
Appropriations Committee last
week voted to rescind $5 million
of TVA's current appropriation.
Clinton's budget request
includes $32.3 million for the
Environmental Research Center.
in Muscle Shoals, $70.3 million
for maintenance of federal dams
and lands, $20.8 million for economic development in distressed
areas- of the Tennessee Valley,
$10.9 million for river navigation
and shore management along the
Tennessee River, and $6.2 million for the Land Between the
Lakes National Recreation Area.

The $140 million President
Clinton included for TVA in his
fiscal 1995 budget is slightly less
than the $142.5 million the agen-

•Play••

111

FROM PAGE 1
"This past weekend we were able
to accommodate everyone on our
waiting list," says Bell, but she adds ,
that the Playhouse also lost money
from reservations that were not
picked up. "Unclaimed reservations
are not a serious problem except
when we have a sold out house,"
says Bell. "We will not oversell the
house, so unclaimed reservations
can create a real revenue loss for us.

Thankfully, our patrons waiting for
unclaimed tickets helped us offset at
least part of that loss this weekend."
The
Playhouse
encourages
everyone to make a reservation for
the remaining performances of "To
Kill a Mockingbird" -- March 3,4,
5, 10 and 11. All performances are
at 8 p.m. except the Sunday performance which is at 2 p.th. Tickets are
$6 for adults,$5 for seniors, and $4
for students. Groups of ten or more

receive a $1 discounton each tickeL
Call Playhouse in the Park at(502)
759-1752 for reservations.
"To Kill a Mockingbird" is sponsored by generous contributions
from Murray Woman's Clinic and
South Central Bell. The Playhouse
keeps its doors open because of the
generosity of our business and individual supporters. Please give to the
1995 annual fund drive. Call(502)
759-1752 to find out how to become
a contributor.

•Plan...
FROM PAGE 1 .
The resulting management plan
for the land, which straddles the
Tennessee-Kentucky border, calls
for less than 1 percent of Land
Between the Lakes acreage to be
timber harvested.
The plan is the first of 40 steps
of implementing a new management plan, said John Mechler,
Land Between the Lakes
spokesman.
"People can provide information that might help us make
changes or amendments in any of
our "drafts," Mechler said.
The new plans call for 2.75

TheMoreYeiuBankgith
TheBetterItIs

the northwest, 344 acres'near the
southern Lake Barkley shoreline
and 378 acres near the southern
border.
The plan also calls for limited
tree removal at a proposed
700-acre wildlife viewing area
near the Golden Pond Visitor
Center. Buffalo, deer, turkeys and
other wildlife would be kept
behind fences.
The plan also calls for the possibility of elk being introduced to
the area be studied.

million board feet of trees to be
harvested; 6.1 million board feet
of trees were harvested in 1991,
the last full year of timber
harvesting there.
A group called Land Between
the Lakes Alliance, led by the
Kentucky 'Forest Industry Association, is against plans to _reduce
logging. The Kentucky group
wants clear-cutting to be an
option along with the selective
logging allowed in the current
plan.
Harvesting allowed under the
plan include a 409-acre tract at
the northeast end, 363 acres in

III Vote...
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FROM PAGE 1
serious about wanting to protect
Social Security, they'll have to
take a serious look at the proposal. If they're just using it for politics, it won't *ork."
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But in a morning news conference minutes before Dole
recessed the Senate, Conrad and
Dorgan continued to say they
.would not support the balancedbudget amendment unless the
GOP protects the Social Security
trust fund from spending cuts.
"This is not about exempting
Social Security," said Dorgan.
"This is about whether we will
be honest and true to our word
about creating a trust fund for
future generations. ... I don't
intend to budge on this issue."
Conrad also said he would not
vote for the amendment as presently written.
"So we have a fundamental
difference here with those who
are promoting this amendment,"
he said. "It is just fundamentally
wrong to take Social Security
trust fund monies to balance the
budget."
On the Senate floor, the mood
was still bitter from Tuesday
night, when Dole suddenly called
off a promised, final vote on the
amendment and recessed the
chamber until today.

753-1916

1995. A penalty may be

imposed for early withdrawal.
*Offer valid on consumer deposits only
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Pakistani peacekeepers last to leave
By REJD G. MILLER
Associated Press Writer
140GADISHU, Somalia — American and Italian troops_
filled sandbags and dug firing
positions in the dunes at Mogadishu's dusty airport, ready to
provide cover as the last 1,500
U.N. peacekeepers leave Somalia.
But the trickiest part of ,the
evacuation mission could come
once the Pakistanis are out, the
commander of the U.S.-led force
said.
The force had landed on
friendly territory held by the
U.N. peacekeepers, Lt. Gen.
Anthony C. Zinni pointed out.
But after the Pakistanis leave, the
Americans and Italians will have
their backs exposed as they follow, he said.
The Pakistani peacekeepers —
who have been holding positions
around the- seaside airport and
strategic locations nearby —
were to begin pulling back
through the American and Italian

lines- before dawn today and
depart Thursday.
Hundreds, of oer U.N. peacekeepers sailed off singing on
Tuesday, ending a frustrating tour
of duty in a country so riven by
clan warfare that world powers
have given up trying to help.
"All of ui hoped against hope
the Somalis would get their house
in order," Gen. John Shalikashvili, chairman of the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said in Washington. "They're on their own."
American Marines first arrived
Dec. 8, 1992, to help deliver aid
to the starving Horn of Africa
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PAINTS VILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
jury found Scott Pennington gillty of intentional murder but mentally ill in the January 1993 classroom shootings of his English
teacher and a janitor.,=
The Johnson Circuit Court jury
deliberated more than 14 hours
over two days before announcing
Tuesday it had rejected Pennington's insanity defense in the
shootings of teacher Deanna
McDavid, 48, and custodian Marvin Hicks, 51. The verdicts mean
Pennington, 19, of Elliott County,
still faces the death penalty.
"It also means that this jury
believes that he was aware of
what he was doing ... and was
able to contr.& his conduct and
conform his conduct to the law;"
Assistant Attorney General Barbara Whaley said. "We are satisfied with this verdict."
The jury also found
guilty but mentally ill of 21
counts of kidnapping for holding
his classmates at East Carter
High School hostage for about 15
minutes following the shootings.
One count was dropped to firstdegree unlawful imprisonment
because one of the students
escaped the room. .
The jury was told to return
today to hear more testimony
before beginning deliberations on
the penalty. Pennington faces
from 20 years in prison to the
death penalty for the murders.
Whalp said she does not know
of a case in Kentucky where a
person was found guilty but mentally ill of murder and still got
the death penalty. She declined to
speculate on the sentence.
"I am not going to comment
on what maybe in their minds,"
she said.
A second penalty phase will be
held on the kidnapping charges.
Pennington faces 10 to 20 years
on each kidnapping count and
one to five years on the unlawful
imprisonment.
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at the nearby seaport, where they
relieved 903 Bangladeshi U.N.
pracektpirrc The Bangladeshis
started for home about eight
hours later.
"They were all singing and
having a good time when they
left," said Eddie Jones of Baltimore, who has been managing
the seaport for the United
Nations.
Zinni and his subordinates
expect to see looters, perhaps by
the hundreds, pour into the airport as the Pakistanis pull out,
with possible firefights breaking
out as they scramble for booty
left behind.
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nation. The United Nations took
over the mission three months
later, but it soon became mired in
a smalr-scak was betWeen Somalia's warlords and U.N. forces.
The United States withdrew in
March 1994, five months after it
lost 18 soldiers in a street battle
in Mogadishu with the militia of
warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid.
U.S. troops returned Monday
night and Tuesday morning, coming ashore without incident to
safeguard the withdrawal of U.N.
peacekeepers.
They and the Italians landed on
the beach just off the aiwort and
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FROM OUR READERS
Riviera manager clarifies
Dear Editor.
I have just finished reading the article pertaining to the closing of the
back entrance of Riviera Courts. Apparently, there was some sort of
"misunderstanding" of what was said by Ron McLemore,the manager of
Riviera Courts?
Ron was trying to get a point across to the BZA that was completely
misinterpreted by Don Elias and Stacey Crook.
The Murray Police Department always gives quick response when
any tenant or management calls with a problem. The point Ron was
trying to make was: Riviera Courts is a "Private Property," therefore,the
Police Department is limited toward enforcing some of our restrictions
such as the 15 mph speed limit and using our property as a shortcut from
North 4th Street to 641.
Our only hope and intentions are making Riviera Courts a safer place
to live.
Melissa McLemore
Office Manager, Riviera Courts
U.S. 641 North, Murray, Ky. 42071

Boptrot winding down
Operation Boptrot winds down.
That's the word from federal
prosecutors, even the director himself of the FBI.
Last week's sentencing of former
Senate Minority Leader John Rogers, R-Somerset, and former Humana Inc. lobbyist George Atkins,
now of Virginia, pretty much tied up
a lot of loose ends in the federal
probe of the General Assembly that
began around fictional horse racing
legislation and ultimately led to
Wallace Wilkinson's office (and
family) and to one of the state's
wealthiest corporations.
Rogers will spend the next three
and a half years in federal prison for
extorting a bribe. Atkins will spend
his weekends in jail for the next six
months and another five years on
probation for mail fraud. He'll also
pay a $10,000 fine. Rogers won't
have to pay a fine because U.S.
District Judge Joseph Hood said he
didn't have the money.
How far a lot of powerful people
in Kentucky government and politics have fallen. And although
history will be the ultimate judge,
how things have changed in Kentucky government and politics since
FBI agents raided the Capitol on the
eve of April Fools Day, 1992.
Twenty current or former legislators, aides and lobbyists were

charged with a multitude of sins,
everything from taking and giving
bribes of hundreds to thousands of
dollars to influence legislation, lying to federal agents and using the
U.S. mail to file fraudulent campaign spending reports.
In the course of one of the few
cases that went to trial, we heard
then Speaker of the House Don
Blandford blessing the lobbyist who
gave him wads of cash for Blandford's. considerable influence over
legislation.
Blandford's now in federal prison
at Ashland serving a 64-month
sentence. Unlike Rogers' strained
finances, Judge Hood found Blandford can afford to pay a $10,000 fine
and the $108,000 cost to the taxpayers of his incarceration.
Anyone familiar with how legislatures operated for far too long
wasn't especially surprised at the
power of lobbyists that Boptrot

revealed. We saw how money -- a
few hundred dollars here, a few
thousand there -- could buy horse
racing legislation that was never
introduced. We saw how offers of a
job, then cash and illegal campaign
contributions bought a bill Humana
wanted passed in the Senate. We
saw how senators and lobbyists
years later were still trying to collect
on bribes to pass significant banking
legislation.
As a result of this bi-partisan
sleaze laid out for every Kentuckian
to see over the last three years,
lobbyists have been shorn of much
of their ability to influence legislators improperly.
Much has been made of the
legislative ethics code that came out
of the embarrassment of Boptrot
and the fact that lawmakers weren't
willing to give up free food and
drink from lobbyists, but it wasn't
food and drink that hidden cameras

recorded being transferred between
lobbyists and legislators.
The fact is that no ethics code is
going to prevent a crooked lawmaker from selling himself and his
vote for Whatever the market will
bear. All the rules, regulations and
commissions will not keep a venal
senator or representative from cashing in on his or her position.
But Boptrot was a much-needed
purgative to the General Assembly.
It flushed out the rotten eggs and
even one or two who probably don't
deserve the ignominy they'll have
the rest of their lives. It sent a
handful of powerful lobbyists,some
former powers in the General Assembly themselves, either to prison
or to probation.
And, yes, it has unexpected consequences as well. If Don Blandford hadn't been a crook, he'd still be
speaker of the House in all likelihood. Rep. Joe Clarke,D-Danville,
would not have been recruited to
replace Blandford as speaker.
Clarke wouldn't have spent two
dreadful years in that job only to be
kicked out this year. Clarke, in fact,
would be today where he was and
still should be, chairman of the
House budget committee and one of
the most respected members in the
General Assembly.

ANALYSIS'

Timeless process
of making the laws
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The art of drawing sharp lines may win
elections, but more often it's the art of compromise that begets new
laws. Republican bargaining Tuesday on the balanced budget
amendment was the latest recognition of legislative reality.
Since taking control of both chambers of Congress several weeks
ago, the GOP has softened hard-line campaign stands on tax hikes,
welfare checks and food stamps. The Senate offer to modify the
constitutional amendment arrived at the last minute, with the survival of the measure at stake.
House Republicans generally are convinced the GOP won its
first majority in 40 years on the strength of a detailed, campaignseason "Contract with America" that outlined everything they'd
try to do if they were in charge.
Democrats deride the contract as "bumper-sticker politics," far
removed from the complexities of governing. Few Americans had
heard of the contract at the time of the election and perhaps up to
two-thirds are aware of it now, according to multiple polls.
Still, House leaders are trying to stick as closely as possible to
what they believe is their mandate — to vote on 10 major legislative packages in the first 100 days of the 104th Congress. The frenetic House pace is driving action in the Senate as well.
However, the balanced budget amendment first exposed fault
lines in the House. As proposed in the contract, the amendment
would have required a three-fifths majority to raise income-tax
-rates. But GOP leaders did not have the votes to approve what
amounted to a dramatic departure from majority rule, and removed
the provision.
Senate Republican leaders insisted for weeks that the Senate pass
a balanced budget amendment identical to the one approved by the
House, so it could be sent straight to state legislatures for
ratification.
But they were suddenly ready to talk changes Tuesday when it
became clear they were a few votes short. The result was an offer
to limit judicial authority over taxes and spending, written right
into the amendment. There were also ongoing negotiations over
whether to protect the Social Security trust fund from budget cuts.
The maneuvering came the morning after Republican members
of the House Ways and Means Committee decided the contract's
lifetime ban on cash benefits to unwed teen-age mothers was too
harsh. Rep. Nancy Johnson, R-Conn., called it "cruel and unusual
punishment."
- The upshot was a softer substitute proposal to let states resume
cash aid at age 18, with food stamps and Medicaid remaining available to younger girls.
Last week, the contract welfare plan suffered a setback when
Rep. Pat Roberts of Kansas, chairman of the House Agriculture
Committee, refused to turn the federal food stamp program into
block grants to be spent by the states. He said the country needed
at least one federal safety net for the poor.
A contract proposal to ban welfare for legal immigrants may also
end up modified. House Speaker Newt Gingrich has said it sends
the wrong signal on immigration and there are other ways to save
money.
The welfare changes so far are arising from differences among
Republicans. The balanced budget modifications, by contrast, have
been tailored to bring Democrats on board as part of the two-thirds
majority needed to approve a constitutional amendment.
Senate Republicans *have said from the start they do not feel
bound by the House contract, and Gingrich frequently emphasizes
it's not written in stone.
Ironically, the biggest obstacle to compromise may be the biggest symbol of the party's success — the 73-member freshman
Republican class in the House. Many of the new lawmakers are
committed strongly to the letter of the contract as well as its spirit.
"This is not a normal freshman class. It's not going to be tamed
easily," Said Rep. Zack Wamp, R-Tenn. "It's too big. It's too
pure."
Gingrich got the freshmen behind the revised balanced budget
amendment by promising an April 15, 1996, vote on a separate
constitutional amendment to require a three-fifths majority on raising income-tax rates. It was their introduction to the difference
between campaigning and governing.
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et on the regulations
WASHINGTON (AP) — Crusading Republicans have set out
before to slay the dragons of
costly, burdensome federal regulations, and this time they're
armed with congressional majorities. But the best bet always has
been on the dragons.
They're survivors.
Freezes, reforms, cutbacks and
curbs haven't stopped the regulatory process, although two Republican presidents who tried managed to dam up the system temporarily in efforts to control it.
The moratorium overwhelmingly approved by the House
won't be so easily passed in the
Senate, where a narrower, less
restrictive version is being
drafted this week. And should the
toughest terms pass anyhow,
there's always President Clinton's veto.
The House bill Imposes a
retroactive lid, effective Nov. 20,
1994, through the end of 1995,
on new regulation's, but with
exceptions for rules involving
imminent threats to health or
safety, and other emergencies.
There's also a waiver fty duck
hunters, whose 1995 season
might otherwise have been at
risk.
Next on the GOP regulatory
agenda is a bill that would
require that the costs and prospective benefits of future federal
rules be weighed before they arc
imposed. When and if the long
term changes become law, they
would supplant the moratorium.
House Republican leaders had
asked Clinton ‘to declare a
100-day moratorium on new reg-

411.-411.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
ulations, but he said no. He has
ordered federal rule makers to
review what they've done and
weed out obsolete or excessive
regulations. But he said a flat
moratorium would cost lives and
dollars, stopping the needed
along with the bad.
The moratorium wouldn't be
the first. Ronald Reagan imposed
a 60-day hold when he took
office in 1981.
George Bush ordered a sevenmonth freeze in 1992, his last
campaign year. It's a politically
salable issue, but it didn't help
him. Conservative critics said all
he'd done was dam up the regulatory flow, unleashed when the
moratorium ran out.
And some of the regulations
involved in that freeze were products of bills he had signed —
the Americans With Disabilities
Act, for example. When that bill
passed in 1990, Republicans celebrated it along with Democrats
— and it was left to federal rulemakers to write the regulations to
implement it. That and other civil
rights acts were exempted from
the new moratorium.
For all the congressional outcry about regulators and regulations, every one flows from legislation. There has been an increas-

ing tendency to write laws in
general terms, for executive and
regulatory agencies to implement.
The process has produced vital
rules on things like toxic waste,
nuclear safety, water and air pollution controls, aircraft safety and
maintenance, and more. But it
also leads to excesses, and an
ample supply of regulatory horror
stories.
In House debate, for example,
Republicans told of a man fined
for shooting a grizzly bear when
it charged him on his ranch, of
Californians whose homes were
destroyed because a firebreak
could have endangered kangaroo
rats, of a woman who claimed a
disability on grounds she was
getting signals from a microchip
in her molar, of a proposal to
require holes in water buckets so
children couldn't drown in them.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
said "left-wing Democrats Clinton has appointed" are producing
dumb regulations, and the Republicans are going to block them.
Under his National Performance Review, Clinton already
had promised to end "unnecessary and unproductive rules," but
the Republicans contend the business is ballooning instead. And

rule-making is, indeed, one way
the administration can exercise
authority without getting clearance from the GOP Congress.
Sponsors of this moratorium
said the administration was planning to pursue 4,300 new regulations before Oct. 1. Democrats
made the political record by forcing, and losing, a series of roll
call votes to permit rulemaking
on things like inspections for
meat contamination, drinking
water and air pollution, and automobile safety. Sponsors countered that they'd left room for
emergency measures. They also
exempted rules on banking, securities oversight, taxes and trade.
But it may take more than a
moratorium and general reform to
undo a process that has become
routine and almost automatic.
When Sen. Phil Gramm
announced his candidacy for the
Republican presidential nomination, he said one of his missions
would be to "stop the regulating." Then he introduced his
wife as an American success
story, a daughter of immigrants,
who became head of the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission.
That's a regulatory agency.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Almquist named to Kentucky office
Dr. Bradley L. Almquist,director
of choral activities in the Murray
State University deparunent of
music, is the new president-et of
the Kentucky Choral Directors Association.
The organization is composed of
teachers and conductors of choral
music at the elementary, secondary
and post-secondary school levels
and church and community choruses. The association sponsors a
two-day summer workshop bringing experts in the field of choral
music together with Kentucky's
teachers. In the'past, these have
included Henry Leck, an expert of
children's choruses and Colleen'
Kirk, a choral musicologist and
conductor.
In addition, the association sponsors a two-day fall convocation
featuring a middle school all-state
chorus, an all-collegiate women's
choir and a children's chorus. The
convocation will be held in Owensbord this fall.
The Kentucky Choral Directors
Association is affiliated with- the
American Choral Directors Association, an international organization of choral musicians. The parent
organization sponsors biannual national conventions alternating with
divisional conventions made up of
10 to 15 states.
This year, Almquist will meet
with more than 8,000 members in
Washington D.C. for the national
convention and will hear more than
50 choirs, selected by world-wide
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anonymous taped audition.
Almquist has also been appointed
program chair for the-1996 Southern DiViSkin Convdntion in Nor-

folk, Va. The southern division
includes 10 states in the southeastern region of the United States,
including Kentucky and Tentftsee.

The Kentucky Derby, held every year since 1875, ranks as the
nation's oldest continually run horse race.
Prices Good
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Statement will
be sent from
Social Security
Beginning in February, 1995 and
continuing through September,
1995,some nine million people age
60 or older not currently receiving
Social Security benefits will begin
receiving a Personal Earnings and
Estimate
Statement
Benefit
(PEBES) from Social Security.
Beginning in October, 1995 and
each year thereafter,statements will
be mailed to people who reach age
60 during the year. The statements
are designed to help people nearing
retirement become better informed
about what they can expect to
receive in Social Security benefits.
They provide an estimate of retirement, survivors, and disability
benefits a worker(and family) may
be eligible for now and in the future.
•

LOSE Is' 10 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!
All natural T-LITE"
with Chromium Picolinate
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkey,, Hams & Shoulders
Fields Boneless

° U.S. Choice

Ham
Round Steak Kentuckian
1/2 or Whole
q 59

S Cnoice
Boneless
Sirloin Tip

Boneless Si.79 Lb.

Steak
$21?

Minute
Steak

1
99!

Ground Round
1 99
Salad

Split Breast

Dressings

BBQ
Sauce

8 oz

8 oz

5 1 19

89
Flay-O-Rich

Ground3-4 Beef
Lb,

2
39

niter

RAGLI

Bacon
$ 1 89
LL)

)

Extra Lean

Boneless Center Cut

Pork Steak
Pork Chops
Sweet $ 1 19 Tomato $289

Mt Olive

Del Monte

I

Relish

Lb.

Lb.

Wedges

8 oz

145 oz

79c

I

89!b.

Oscar Mayer
Reg or Low
Salt

69

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cot Free Coke, Mello Yello

2% Milk
$ 1 89
Gal.

Sirloin Tip or Rolled
Rump Roast

99

Sectocird Farm Frying Chicken

Lb.

Owen's Best'Family Pack

Pork
Roast

$2.39

Kraft

U.S. Choice Boneless

Extra Lean
Boston Butt

2
5
LID
9

Owen's Best Extra Lean-

Northern

Bathroom Tissue

89° _

4 Roll Pkg. 99°

MANUFACTURER'S co7r0N1
SPAGHETTI SAUCE Gaaa March 1-7

9

each

with this coupon

LIMIT ONE JAR
ANY STYLE 27.5 os.., 28 oz.., or 30 0L JAR
Van eel Elen*Fooes Co _Paco Proeurs. DAS Deo. 36200. I a.con t1,
4a Cio Po Tins 71840
strreed contArt•..nh Van oen e.e.rn Foals Co Pace-von
teetors• Read.,'Pe roe e. sra

-

Poxy amiable open rigout CovoCe tat oo cats vault vottoevi areatar•ous e.t'aSe Lre..V4 iicion Cc,
'OoVaose GOCCI cola on roCurafs).,tcee0
V010 WHERE PfaCe9BITED OR TAXED. beim:00.010J

36200 - 074 5

Good at Owens Food Market

Pam

Power Ade

Cooking Spray

4 oz. $219

Stokely's C.S. or W.K.

Golden Corn

,, oz.

Prairie Farms

3/89'
1 99

Whole Milk

gal. $ I

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cat, Free Coke, Mello Yello

$/29
12 pk.

Stokely's Whole White

Potatoes or
Sliced Carrots

Thirst Quencher
Kraft Deluxe

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham
89

z

.$3

Lb.

753-8304

•

8 oz
Stokely's Mixed Sweet Peas Of Shredded

Kraft

Cheez Whiz

Marshmallows
Brawny Single Roll

Paper Towels
Velveeta

14

$299

oz. 3/89'

Kraft Plain
Bryan

Vienna Sausage
Old El Paso

Salsa

16 oz.

Vtochice

Mesquite

Owen's Best
BBQ or Cajun

Seedless
White

Crisp Head

Turkey Breast

Ribs

Grapes

Lettuce

Salad Mix

99 59

$1 19

$329

$4
"

Lb.

Lb.

Owen's Best
Herb Roasted

Chicken
$389

Pctrmesan

Sauerkraut

Kraft 2 Lb.
15 oz.

89'
2/$3
10 oz. 79'
79'
$449

32 oz.

Kraft Grated

Mac. & Cheese Dinner or
Velveeta Shells &theese 12-14 oz

SD

Rite Aid
944 S. 144y 841

Deli Hot Line I
753-781 1

914.0t 1,400e 9atie4

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right tb Limit Quantities

Kraft
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Hours:
Monday-Saturday
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

March 1

Writer will
read from
his novel
Fiction writer Brent Spencer will
read from his first novel,"The Lost
Son," on Monday, March 6, at
Murray State University. The reading will begin at 7:30 in the main
reading room of the Pogue Library
and will be followed by a reception
at the Murray State Faculty Club.
"The Lost Son" is an exploration
of a fractured nuclear family set in
the rugged farthing and mining
country of northeastern Pennsylvania. According to Kirkus Reviews,
Spencer "achieves what most debut
writers merely attempt: He gives
personal experience universal.
meaning and makes small-town
tragedy profound."
Spencer "is like Raymond Carver
with a funnybone," editor Tim Bent
has noted.-The book's about working-class people, but there's also an
expansiveness and a Mark Twain
style— humor, and a sense of the
open road that almost recalls Kerouac."
Spencer grew up in northeastern
Pennsylvania, received an M.F.A.
from the University of Iowa and a
Ph.D. from Penn State. He has won
the James Michener Award from the
Iowa Writers Workshop, and "Editor's Choice" Award for an Atlantic
Monthly short story, and a Wallace
Stegner Fellowship from Stanford
University. He currently directs the
'ye Writing Program at
Cre'ighton University in Omaha,
Neb.
This reading, which is free and
open to the public, is the third in an
annual series. It is sponsored by the
Murray State English deparunent
and the College of Humanistic Studies. For more information, contact
Ann Neelon at (502) 762-4713.

Almquist will be responsible for all
the arrangements at the convention.
He is in this third year as director of
Choral activities at Murray State.
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Super Sharp

BiwansBest
Beef

$q59

Lb.

Ruby Red

Cheese.

Grapefruit

469

4/$ 1

Lb.

Ea.

Fresh
1 Lb. Bag

5 Lb Bag
Idaho

Potatoes

919

Pears
79;1
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Eastwood plans Book Fair
Eastwood'Christian Academy will have its first ReadStreet Book
Fair Friday, March 3, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday, March 4,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. A wide variety of books with the best
'publishers, authors, and titles available in children's books today
will be available. The book fair will be in the school gymnasiutp.
The public is invited. For information call 753-7744.

Glaucoma seminar on Saturday
A seminar on "Glaucoma: Diagnosis & Treatment" will be Saturday, Mfi/
1
4 4, from 10 to 11:30 a.m. in the Education Unit of.
Murray alloway County Hospital. Dr. Randal. Hughes, ophthalmologist, will talk about the diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma and
why it is important to detect it early. A question and answer period
will follow. Preregistration is required by calling the Health Promotions Office at 762-1384 by Thursday, March 2.

ANIMAL SHELTER photo

Two new additions at the Animal Shelter! Suzan Bell has joined the
staff at the Humane Society and Animal Shelter and she is getting a big
hug from "Beethovan," a Collie, Airedale, Terrier and anything else you
may find mix! "Beethoven" is a four-month-old male with very big feet.
He's lovable, friendly and needs a good permanent home as he had to
be relinquished by his prior owner. Suzan has many years of shelter
and kennel experience and is extremely knowledgeable about small animals. Please come down to the shelter and meet Suzan, Darla, Laura,
Elisha and Marilyn and let us show you all the wonderful pets we have
available for adoption. A United Way Agency, the shelter is open to the
public from 1 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m. on
Saturday.

YMCA plans volleyball event
Rhonda Lea Haynes and
Marshall Chad Short to marry

Haynes-Short wedding
is scheduled March 25

/ce

Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Haynes of Lynnville announce the forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Rhonda Lea Haynes, to Marshall Chad
Short, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Reyna of Highlands, Calif.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Nettie Ann Jones and the
late Audic Haynes and the late Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bailey.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Edna Ballow and Joe B. Short
and the late Letha Short.
Mks Haynes, a 1987 graduate of Graves County High School, is
presently employed with Turbo Compressor Services, Inc., Mayfield.
Mr. Short, a 1988 graduate of Mayfield High School, is presently
employed with Howard D. Happy Company of Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 25, 1995, at 4 p.m. at Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield:
All relatives and friends are invited to attend:

RESTAURANT n
NOW OPEN FOR SEASON
MARCH 2 AT 5 P.M.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Featuring:
Seafood Buffet, Steaks, Pasta & Chicken
"New" Lower Price Menu Items
Casual Atmosphere
Casual Dining
502-388-7722
In Suwanee on Hwy. 62-641
5 min. west of Factory Outlet Mall
6 min. east of Ky. Dam
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SPECIAL EVENT — M. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook hosted their second
annual party for some of the lab workers at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A potluck dinner was served. Each lady brought a dish of her
choice. The Cooks furnished refreshments, main entree and hors
d'oeuvres. Pictured, from left, are, standing, Troy and Paula Webb, Ella
Moody, Tommy and Janet Seifert, Roy and Jimmie Garland, Artie and
Beth Hanellne, seated, Pat Brunn, Lillian and Kenneth Cook. The Cooks
are volunteers at the hospital.

Oaks Couples Bridge will be played at Oaks Country Club on
Saturday, March 4, at 7:30 p.m. Members wanting to play may call
Lola and Joe Pat James at 753-8537.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, March 2, at 7
p.m. in the Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This
is open to all interested persons. For more information call Martha
Andrus at 753-3862.
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12 Month CD
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California Connection will have a winter party with a Mardi Gras
theme on Saturday, March 4, at 6 p.m. in Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank, Chestnut and North 12th Streets.
Dinner and appetizers will be potluck. For more information call
Mary Thomson "at 436-5022.

VFW Auxiliary plans event Friday
An "All-You-Can-Eat" Chili Supper will be Friday, March 3,
from 5 to 7 p.m. at Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. Featured will be
chili, drinks, dessert, and chili dogs for $3 per person. This will be
sponsored by Ladies Auxiliary #6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Murray. The public is invited.

Divorce Recovery Group will meet

Girl Scout cookies are here
The wait is finally over! Girl
Scouts in the Kentuckiana area
are delivering their cookies to the
customers who have been waiting
since January, when they placed
their orders.
Eight different flavors, including the new, low-fat "Snaps" are
now being delivered by the Girl
Scouts. The cookies sell for $2.50
'per package,
Girl Scouts sell cookies not
only to provide a tasty treat to

ri

their neighbors, but -to support
various troop trips and projects.
For every package sold, between
35 cents and 50 cents goes directly to individual troop treasuries.
As a group, the tropp may
decide to take a trip to a local
museum or amusement park,
while Senior Girl Scouts might
save their money for several
years in order to travel across the
country, or even the world.
All remaining proceeds from
the sale stay within the Kentuckiana Council, benefiting girls by
helping to pay for girl programs,
leader training, Girl Scout camps,
and other program supplies. The
Girl Scout Council is a United
Way agency.

Dana Hopkins,
bride-elect of Jason
Adams has chosen
china by. Mikasa,
stainless flatware by
Oneida,and accessories from our regi-

Divorce Recovery Support Group, a weekly Christ centered organization, will have its first meeting on Thursday, March 2, from 7
to 8:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South Johnny Robertson
Road, Murray. Any one who is separated or ever been divorced is
welcome to attend. For information call 753-5584.

Aleutian reunion is planned
Aleutian Island veterans, all services, and active military will
have a nationwide reunion April 23-24, 1995, at Bowling Green,
Ky. A "Back to the Aleutians" reunion will be in Dutch Harbor,
Alaska, May 10-13, 1995. For registration blank, write A.F. King,
P.O. Box 130327, Sunrise, FL 33313.

Church League Softball planned
Any church or individuals from any church interested in playing
in the Men's Church Softball League in. Murray this summer are
asked to contact one of the following persons: John Morris,
759-4599, Chris Salazar, 436-2441, or Eddie Phelps, 753-'9260. It
is not mandatory that each church has a complete team. Sornes
churches will coritbine individuals to form a complete team. "Our
goal is to get those who won's to play involved and on a team," a
spokesman said.
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Oaks Club plans Couples Bridge

California Connection plans event

* All Sales Final *

Open 6 days a week,
Saturdays 9 - 12!

Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will practice Thursday, March 2, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Margie Shown, director, urges all members to attend to rehearse for the
program at the general meeting of the Murray Woman's Club on
Thursday, March 9, at 6:45 p.m. at the .club house.

The Richer Life is planning a "Spring Garden Tour" to Charleston, S.C., and Savannah, Ga., on April 20 to 24. Special points of
interest will include: Biltmore House and Gardens at Asheville,
N.C.; guided tour of Charleston with one museum house and plantation tours of Magnolia Gardens and Middleton Place; Savannah
grand tour with entrances to two museum houses; overnight and
shopping in Atlanta, Ga. The tour includes 11 meals, tips, tax, baggage handling and much more. Reservations and final payment are
due by March 15. For more information call Martha Covey at
753-1893.

Cn

All Ladies
Dress & Casual Shoes

,t•

Music Chorus plans practice

Richer Life plans spring tour

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
0

Murray Family YMCA will hold its first 6 on 6 co-ed volleyball
tournament. The "Volleyball 100" will be Sunday, March 12, in the
Carr Health Building, Murray State University. The registration fee
will be $70 per team. Prizes will be awarded for first and second
place teams. Contact the YMCA for registration forms and additional information.
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FUN & FASHION

CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 1
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events inciude Cordella Erwin/1:30 p m and Small Prayer Group/7 p.m/both at church.
Immanuel Lutheran Church Ash
Wednesday events include light
supper/5.30-6:30 p.m., serviaa/7 p.m.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly at
Murray/12,30-3 p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4,30 p.m.
Ash Wednesday service/7 p.m./St.
Matthew by the Lake Lutheran Church
near Draffenville
St. John Episcopal Church events
Ash
include Liturgy for
Wednesday/12,30 p m. and 7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
pm
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Teen Life/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
FFC/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6:10 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church business
meeting/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include RAs, GM, prayer meeting/7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Music/3:45
p.m.; Koinonia Kids/5 p.m.; Adult
Handbell Choir/6:15 p.m.; Ash Wednesday service/6:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK & WOW/5 p.m.;
Choir/6:30 p.m.; Ash Wednesday
service/7 p.m.
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Robert Alan Crick, a 1986 graduate of Murray State University,
has recently published three articles in Epi-log Journal and Scarlet Street, two semi-monthly
publications featuring articles on
science fiction, fantasy, mystery,
borror, and adventure in television and film.
"The Politics of Horror: The
Making of Jeff Rice's" Kolchak:
The Night Stalker appears in the
May-June issue of Epi-log Journal and analyzes the 1974-75
ABC-TV series starring Darren
McGavin as Carl Kolchak, an
anti-heroic reporter whose investigations into supernatural events
are invariably suppressed by local
and governmental authorities.
"A Staw Hat and Snappy Patter: The Wit and Wisdom of"
Kolchak: The Night Stalker
appears in the Fall 1994 issue of
Scarlet Street and focuses upon
the same show's use of humor.
The final article, "TV's The
Flash: A Behind -the-Scenes
Analysis of The Fastest Man
Alive" appears in the NovemberDecember 1994 issue of Epi-log
Journal and features the 1990-91
CBS-TV adaption of.trhe classic
comic book concept created by
Gardner Fox for DC Publications
in 1940.
Crick, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborn Crick of Kirksey, is a
1982 graduate of Calloway County High School and holds a Master's degree in English from Murray State University.
He presently teaches at Russellville High School in Russellville, Ky., and has previously
been published twice in Epi-log
Journal and twice in The English
Journal, a publication of the
National Council of Teachers of
English.

Thursday, March 2
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p m and Enrollment/8 p.m.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club Benefit Card Platy
luncheon/noon/club house.
Glendale Ras< Church of Christ
events include Young in Hearts
Class/10:30 a.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5 30 p.m.,
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p m at Main
Street Youth Center
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
pm
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m. and
R.C.I.A./7 p.m./Gleason Hall; Knights
of Columbus meeting/7 30 p.m./KC
:fall.
First United Methodist Church events
include Ouilters/9:30 a.m., One by
One Singles/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Prayer Room open/7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.;
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard, 759-9994.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p mifor
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS 1469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Fourth District High School Girls
Basketball tournament/Murray and
Calloway/7 p.m./Calloway County High
School.
Murray State University Jazz Band
concert/8 p.m./Curris Center ballroom.
Fre and open to public.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.

Wednesday, March 1
Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Bible Studies by Youth,
College Career, and Adults/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6.15 p.m ; ,Children's Choirs,
You Pnm• Time, Plaise1/6:30 p.m.;
Week of Prayer program/prayer
meeting/6.45 p.m , Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Cindy Roop flute junior recital/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University
free and open to public.
Prof. Stanley G. Payne lecture on
•The Nature of Fascism•/7,30
p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray
State. Free and open to public.
National Scouting Museum opens for
season. Hours/9 a m - 4 30 p m
Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3.45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Thursday, March 2
Divorce Recovery Support
Group/7-8:30 p.m./Westside Baptist
Church. Info/753-5584.
Western Kentucky Parents of Twins
Club/7 p.m./Northside Church of
Christ, Mayfield. Info/1-502-362-0157.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1389.
Curriculum Committee of Site-base
Council/3 p.m./Room 101/Calloway
County High School.
Discipline Committee of Site-base
Council/610.m./cafeteria of Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.
Patton/Henry open forum/1:30-2.30
p.m./Weaks Community Center.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsaj/7
p.m./club house,
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Lynnville Grocery and
Grill/8:30-11:30 a.m., Tri City
Grocery/1-3 p.m.

HEATtiER WYNN, left, was elected Area Six Explorer President at the
Regional Explorer conference, GatlInburg, Tenn., Feb. 3-5. Pictured at
right Is National Explorer President Geoffery Smarte from California.
Wynn, a member of the Medical Explorer Post 803 of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, will preside over Explorers in Kentucky, Tennessee
and northern Georgia. Wynn, a junior at Marshall County High School,
Is the daughter of Doug and Vicki Wynn of Benton. Post 803 was chartered In 1979 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Is open to students, 14 through 21, who are interested In the health care field.

The Garden Path
has some bloomin' good deals...
Fresh herb seeds, Bio-Pets, arld other
useful garden accessories, birdcages,
clocks, hatboxes, topiaries, dried herbal & floral wreaths & swags,jewelry,
tiny lamps, small tables & chairs,
potpourri burners, flOrar-notecar s,
antiques & lovingly used items.
Visit with Evelyn Wallis in

, The Village N.12th St.(641 N.)
Wed.-Fri.- 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

•

TheMore
You Bank'With Us,
The Better ItIs.

Here's what you receive as a Value Checking customer
Unlimited Check Writing - no per check fees.

personal loan

V
Visa or MasterCard- with no annual fee.*

Bank Cards - No annual fee

V
A Second Checking Account-for anyone in
your household. for no additional monthly fee.
V
1/4% Bonus Interest- on a Regular Savings Account.

•

V
114% Installment Loan Discount-on personal
loans for any type of purpose.
V
PLUS-Cash Reserve overdraft protection*„AcceisiA,

first order of checks and $10.000 accidental death insurance
_adios no ertrufee
'Require*. applidacr. and malt approve.

You can choose between two packages:

remaorie C-L-A.S.S.I.0
ValueChecking ValueChecking
Regular Savings 1/4% bonus interest
Home Loans-Balanosts count

•

Introducing.

;4

•NOW Checking Account

•Regular Checking Account

•No Monthly Maintenance Fee — by
maintaining combined deposit
and loan balances of at least
$25,000.'
*tt combined balances tat below $25 COO —
$12 per front lee

•No Monthly Maintenance Fee — by
maintaining combined deposit
and loan balances of at least
$15,000.*
'If combined balances tall beNoe $15 OCC —
S10 per month tee

When you combine all of these benefits with banking offices
and 2+11our Tellers throughout Western Kentucky, you have the ultimate
in benefits, convenience and value. Visit your nearest Peoples First office
to find out how we're leading the tiqy with Value Checking!
Or call, toll-free: I-800-28S-7362.

toward total relationship

VY
tr

V

•

Advantage Card-the card that works like
a check with no annual fee.*

1-800-432-9346

We are pleased to
announce that
Jaseinlf•r Knight,
bride-elect of
%Imo Wolfs,
has selected her
stoneware, flatware
and accessories from
our bridal registry
JaormIlisr and Sf•v•
will be married
March 19, 1995

SUBSCRIBE

Peoples First introduces two Value Checking packages that give you the
best checking deals in Western Kentucky By maintaining combined deposit
and kxin balances ofat least $15.000. you can receive the CLASSIC Value
Checking package with no monthly maintenancefee!With combined
balances of$251XX). you can receive the PREMIUM Value Checking package
— witb no monthly maintenancefee — which pays interest on your
checking account balance.

installment Loans1/4% discount on any

j

MTV=CAIMILIPOR PUMA RIESOUICES

305 South 12th
— Murray, KY • 753-7441

tIn Banking
A New
You For
ThatREW
Your TotalRelationship.

Accidental Death
Insurance $10,000 benefit
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

AirdhrIVI‘Rirr..

!NueCheddng I Itoples First

4
1100 Chestnut St.
75 3-11 33

Looking good isn't Just for younger
people. It is not always easy to accept
growing older, but more and more we
have come to realize that being attractive
and looking great doesn't have to mean
looking young
A woman's accomplish:menu, her ex penence and the self confidence that
comes with years of living make her very
,
attractive.
Beauty comes from within and how we
perceive ourselves. Focusing on what we
believe to be imperfections only make us
feel worse. Most people who see us never
notice the things that bother us the most.
Lots of women, after they hit a certain
age,feel they are too old to weal sane of
the current fashions. However,when you
wear what loots good on you, you will
always be in style.
Often we are stuck in a tut with the
same styles, the same hair mid make-up
we had when we were younger.
Getting an update and makeover,finding out what best suits your personal
style, is a great way to boast self
confidence. Often we are too critical of
ourselves and an unbiased trained consultant can be Just what we need for a new
year and a new season to feel great_
Remember, you are as old or as young
as you feel. You are never too old to do
whatever makes you happy.
Come by D.K. Kelley for color
analysis and•total makover. Let us show
-yau—timir ro-par -together-your personal
style. We have petite' and sizes 2-20.
Something for everyone. We love making you feel good about yourself.
Stay tuned for next week's fun and
fashion report.
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Home Owned
Home Operated

Storey's

Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

*We

Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
Joseph Martin Cauthen IV
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HOSPITAL REPORT
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Joseph Martin Cauthen IV
celebrated his second birthday at
his home on Saturday, Feb. 25.
His party centered around the
theme of "Dinosaurs." Family
and friends were present.
His parents are Marty and
Jeannine Cauthen of New
Concord.His grandparents are Harry and
Sue Buchanan of New Market,
Ala., and Joe and Jewel Cauthen
of Huntsville, Ala.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Feb.
24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Beard baby girl, parents, Lisa and
Kelvin, Benton;
• Williams baby girl, parents. Regina
and Marty, Sedalia;
Hudgins baby boy, parents, Bonita
and James, Murray.
Dismissals
Ms. Yuk Sim Wong, Hong Kong;
Mrs. Peggy Ann Clemons, New Concord; Ms. Brandi Nelson and Terry B.
Henderson, Benton;
Ms. Shelly Grant and baby girl,
Cadiz; Joe Watkins, Dexter; Ms. Lure
E. Stone and Ernest Doran, Fulton;
Mrs. Mary Calhoon and Ms. Lida
Freeland, Hazel; Mrs. Etna Sue Story,
Almo; Mrs. Bessie Quinton, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Jan Vance, Jeffery C. Harper, Mrs.
Janice Rogers, Mrs. Carolyn Winchester, Miss Lindsey M. Barnett, Miss
Amy Denham,
Norman Clark, Robert Perry Moody,
Ms. Nelie Stokes, Ms. Beatrice Blakely, Ms. Bernie Hooks, Ms. Ocie
Grubbs,
Ms. Josephine Miller, Alvis Jones,
Mrs. Margaret AAaulding, and Crawford
B. Scarbrough, all of Murray.
S. • • •
Two eewbom admissions and
,dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County ,Hospital for Saturday,
Feb. 25, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Glasco baby boy, mother, Jennifer,
Murray;
Harris baby girl, parents, Krista and
Keith, Benton;
Dismissals
Weldon L. Cunningham, New Concord; James C. Mortpn, Hazel; Miss
Debra Ann Green, Farmington; Paul T
Copeland, Hardin;
Lloyd Wilkerson and Mrs. Jewell
Lee, Dexter; Miss Anita S. Humphrey,
Benton; Miss Courtney L. Morrison,
Almo;
Mrs. Lucinda Stevenson and Mrs.
Jodi D. Brody and baby boyNCalvert
City; Mrs. Verdelle Kendall, Paris,
Tenn.;
Buell Donelson, Mrs. Eloyse Jackson, Leighton Purdom, Mrs. Ruth M.
Shekell, and Mrs. Nancy Ann Bogard,
all of Murray.
• • • •
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Feb. 26, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Dick baby girl, mother, Mary Vance,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lisa G. Beard and baby girl,
Mrs. Krista L. Harris, Mrs. Opal Walter,
and Mrs. Myrtle J. Kelley, Benton; Mrs.
Regina Williams and baby girl,
Sedalia;
Harry T. Huffman, Tyler Lee Patrick,
Matthew G. McReynolds, Kristen
Blake McReynolds,
Mrs. Bonita Hudgins and baby boy,
Mrs. Deborah Wakeland, and Scott
Edgar, all of Murray.
Expirations
Mrs. Birdie Lee Dorae, Mayfield.
• ir - S •
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Feb. 27, have been released as
follows:
Dismisssals
Matthew Jo. York, Benton; Miss
Tina Lynn Warren, Mayfield; Wendell
Gardner, Paris, Tenn.; James F. Holley, Furrier, Tenn.;
Austin- Morrison, Mrs. 'Virginia C.
Murray, Miss Jennifer Glassco and
baby boy,
Mrs. Elia A. Winchester, Miss
Katherine Bright and Mrs. Lauren,
Hall, all of Murray.
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NOW AT STOREY'S
FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on
all manufacturer coupons,
up to 50C. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.
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VALUES

EVERY DAY
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light

Josh Martin

—DOUBLE COUPONS-
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Four students from Calloway
County High School were chosen
as members of the 1995 Kentucky Music Educators. Association
All-State Tenor-Tenor Bass-Bass
(all male) Chorus.
Nell Earwood is the director of
choral music at Calloway County
High School. Students chosen for
the chorus were the following:
Josh Martin, sophomore, son of
Alan and Terri Martin, member
of Concert Choir and been in
Choir for five years;
Justin Paschall, sophomore,
son of Danny and Debra Paschall,
member of Chamber Singers and
been in Choir for five years;
Adam Seiber, junior, son of
Scott and Pat Seiber, second consecutive year for All-State, member of Chamber Singers and been
in Choir for five years;
Jeremy Young, senior, son of
Jerry and Judy Young, second
consecutive year for All-State,
member of Chamber Singers and
Concert Choir, has been in Choir
for two years (moved here from
Arkansas), plans to major in music in college this fall.
This chorus performed as a
part of the 37th annual InService/Professional Development Conference held Feb. 8-11
at Louisville.
Students are chosen as members of the KMEA All-State
Choruses as the result of rigorous
auditions held during the fall
each year.
Rehearsals for the 250 member
All-State Chorus were held and
the experience culminated in a
concert open to the public on Friday, Feb. 10, at 8:15 p.m. in
Robert Whitney Hall of the Kentucky Center For the Arts.
Conductor for the 1995 KMEA
All-State TTBB Chorus was Axel
Theimer, currently head of the'
Choral/Vocal Division at St.
John's University, Collegeville
and St. Benedict in St. Joseph,
Minn.
The KMEA is an organization
of over 1,200 in-service music
educators representing music
education interests from early
childhood through adulthood and
some 200 pre-service music educators currently preparing to
teach music in Kentucky's colleges and universities.
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With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1995 Murray State Racers!
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1995 Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament

CALL #

March 2 -4
Municipal Auditorium • Nashville, TN

McClard's
uad

753-9132

GO RACERS.

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE®
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Center, Murray
753-0440

1994-95 Murray State OVC Tournament Roster
Pos
lit Wt
No. Name
5-11 170
G
3 Nathan Howard
6-6 210
F
4 Stacey Barry
6-3 180
G
5 Marcus Brown •
5-10 170
G
10 Kenneth Taylor
5-11 170
G
11 Jarrod Martin
6-6 210
F
12 Greg Anderson
6-4 195
G-F
22 Vincent Rainey •
6-5 200
F
23 Fred Walker •
.F
6-7 230
33 Matt Harris
6-() 180
G
34 William Moore •
6-0 180
G
41 Renard.° Levine
6-8 225
F
50 Dwayne Davis •
6-11 215
C
53 Quennon Echols
*DENOTES PROBABLE STARTERS

C1-Esp
So-SQ
Jr-JC
Jr-2L
Jr-4
So-SQ
Jr-TR
So-1L
Jr-JC
Fr--fIS
Sr-IL
So- SQ
Jr-JC
Jr. JC

Home (High School/Junior College)
Louisville, Ky (Ballard)
Milan, Tenn.(Jackson State CC)
West Memphis, Ark.(West Memphis)
Little Rock, Ark.(Parkview)
Kirbyton, Ky. (Carlisle County)
Albany, Ga (Westover/Mississippi State)
Memphis, Tenn (Fairley)
Cordelle, Ga.(Chiphola IC)
Troy, Tenn.(Obion Central)
Indianapolis, Ind. (Southport/Daytona Beach)
Anchorage, Alaska (Bartlett)
New Orleans, La.(Odessa JC)
Panama City, Fla (Brown-Mackie CC)

Scott Edgar

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
Specializing in automotive computer repairs, electronic fuel
injection and automotive heat
and air conditioning systems

619 S. 4th St. , Murray
753-6831 • 753-3571

641 SUPER SHELL
"Service is our business"

Murray State coach Scott Edgar is in his fourth
season as coach of the Racers, and has guided the Racers to two OVC Championships in his first three seasons_ Before coming to Murray State, Edgar spent 11
seasons as an assistant coach to Nolan Richardson at
both Arkansas and Tulsa.
A 1978 graduate of Pittsburgh-Johnstown, Edgar
started his coaching career as New Mexico Military
Institute from 1977 to 1980, before moving to Tulsa
(1980-85) and to Arkansas (1985-91), where the Razorbacks were 141-55 during his six years as
Richardson's top assistant, including an appearance in
the 1990 Final Four.
The Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year in
both 1992 and 1994, Edgar has put together a 76-39
record (.660) in his first four years at MSU, reaching
the 70-win plateau quicker than any coach in school
history with a victory over Austin Pcay last month. He
also has won three OVC tales in his first four years at
MSU, which is unprecendented in school history.
THE EDGAR RECORD
Overall: 76-39 (Fourth year)
Home: 42-8
Road: 25-24
Neutral: 9-7
s Ohio Valley: 49-13
In the OVC Tournament: 5-2(1 Championship)

1994-95 RACER
SCOREBOARD

MURRAY STATE QUICK FACTS
Location: Murray, Ky.
Founded: 1922
Enrollment: 8,190
Nickname: Racers
Colors: Blue and Gold
Home Court(Capacity): Cutchin Fieldhouse/Racer
Arena (5,550)
Affiliation: NCAA Division 1
Conference: Ohio Valley
President: Dr Kern Alexander
Faculty Representative: Dr. Karl Hustling
Athletics Director Mike Strickland
Asst. AD, Acad.& Comp.: Margaret Simmons
Athletics Ticket Manager Saundra Edwards
Basketball Trainer Eric Frederick
Sports Information Director David Ftainey
Office Phone:(502) 762-4270
Home Phone:(502) 759-9905
Fa' Phone:(502) 762-6814
Head Coach: Scott Edgar (Pittsburgh-Johnstown '78)
Career and MSU Record: 76-39 (four years)
Office Phone:(502) 762-6804
Assistant Coach: Ken Roth (Arkansas '85)
Assistant Coach: Nikita Johnson (West Georgia '89)
Assistant Coach: David Henley (Southern Illinois '89)
Student Assistant: Scott Sivills
1994-95 Record: 18-8
1994-95 OVC Record/Finish! 11-5 (Co-CharnDions)

Score/Time
Date Opponent
W 138-88
CAMPBELLSVILLE
N 30
W107-97
(1) vs, Troy State
D 2
L73-81
(1)UNC-Wibningtoa
3
W 86-70
ALCORN STATE
D 5
L67-94
at Arkansas
10
L 48-53
(2)vs. Youngstown State
16
W 116-97
(2Prairie View
17
W 105-63
PIKE VILLE
22
W 102-82
MILLIGAN
. 28
W111-l00
at Alcorn State
2
W 70-66
*MOREHEAD STATE
7
W 88-62
*EASTERN KENTUCKY
9
W 89-74
14
at Middle Tennessee
L71-79
sat Tennessee Tech
16
W81-68
'at UT-Marlin
21
L 75-78
'at Tennessee State
23
W 80-79
*AUSTIN PEAY
28
L 65-72
*TENNESSEE STATE
30
W 83-79
*at Southeast Missouri
F I
L 75-78
*at Eastern Kentucky
4
L 74-80
*at Morehead State
6
W 114-90
*TENNESSEE TECH
11
W 87-74
*MIDDLE TENNESSEE
13
W 83-55
*SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
18
W 96-79
*at Austin Pcay
25
W 107-75
'UT-MARTIN
27
6 p rn.
vs. Middle Tennessee
M 2
C'VC TOURNAMENT (Nashville. Tenn.)
M3-4
(1) East oast Ciassic
(2) U SAir Classic

Shell
753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S 12th

To Catch A Thief

-•Go
Racers
"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
Any Size Pizza
Any Number
of Toppings
$999

Was a good movie, a decent television show and the
challenge to MSU opponents. The Racers ability to take the
ball away from opponents this season has moved to record
proportions.
The Racers have nabbed 309 steals, breaking the school
record set by last year's team of 298. MSU has twice as
many steals as their opponents Q09-149)and in OVC play,
has 189 steals to 71 by the opposition_
The Racers have had double-digit steals in 18 of their
26 games this season, and average 11 9 steals per game,
while their opponents have swiped the ball away 5 7 per
times.
Individually, four Racers are ranked in the top six in
the Ohio Valley Conference in steals, led by Marcus Brown
who is second with 2.4 per game.
The individual record for steals in a season is 67, set by
Brian Stew an in 1982-83 Marcus Brown currently has 63
steals, whde Fred Walker

Murray State
In The OVC Tournament
Seventh Heaven
Monday's victory over 7knnessee-Martin wrapped up
the regular season for the Racers, and Murray State finished the year on a familiar note — on top of the Ohio Valley
Conference.
The Racers, 11-5 in the OVC,earned a conference cochampionship along with Tennessee State, although the
Tigers earned the No. 1 seed by virute of winning two games
frotn the Racers during the regular season.
This yetis marked the seventh time in the last eight years
that the Racers have either won outright or shared the league
title, dating back to the 1987-88 season_ The only year the
Racers didn't win or share the OVC title was in 1992-93.
Murray State has earned 14 Ohio Valley Conference
championships, including 10 since 1980. The Racers have
been OVC champions in 1951, 1964, 1968, 1969, 1980,
1982, 1983, 1988. 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994 and 1995.
With his third league title, Scott Edgar ties Cal Luther
(1964, 1968 and 1969) and Ron Greene (1980, 1982 and
1983)for the second most OVC titles among Murray State
coaches. Steve Newton won four league titles during his six
years at Murray.
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NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home

The Racers hold a 29-23 all-time record in the OVC
Tournament, and have claimed six OVC Tournament
titles, winning the crown in 1951, 1964, 1988, 1990,
1991 and 1992.
The Racers have appeared in the OVC Tournament
championship five straight times and six times in the
last seven years.
Since the tournament started in 1949, the Racers
are 10-6 in the first round. The Racers are 13-9 in the
semifinals and 6-7 in the OVC Tournament championship game. The Racers also log their only appearance
in the tournament consolation game in 1950.
Murray State coach Scott Edgar is 5-2 in the OVC
Tournament, with both losses corning in the OVC Tournament final.
The Racers in the OVC Tournament.
Overall: 29-23
vs. Austin Peay: 5-3
vs. Eastern Kentucky: 6-4
vs. Middle Tennessee: 5-3
vs. Morehead State: 5-1
vs. Tennessee State: 1-2
vs. Tennessee Tech: 3-1
•vs. Akron: 0-1
•vs. Marshall: 0-1
*vs. Western Kentucky: 4-6
*No longer in league

.1

Best of Luck

Keep up with
the Racers
all season long
in the
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We Support
You...
M.S.U.

Good
Luck
Racers!
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. • (502)753-5273
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Freebies
One big reason for Murray State's championship season has been free throw shooting
The Racers are hitting .773 percent from the line this
season, good for second among NCAA Division I teams
through games of Feb. 20. Brigham Young leads the nation
at .785, followed by the Racers, Samford (.769), Towson
State /, 765) and Wake Forest (.764).
The Racers are still running in front of the school record
for tram free throw accuracy, as the 1989-90 team hit .768
of their attempts.
Marcus_lbawrr is also running close to Jimmy Young's
school me-Ord of.895, set during the 1969-70 season. Young
hit 86 of 96 free throws for a percentage of .8958, while
Brown is currently hitting .8950 from the free throw line,
second best in school history.

Run, Run, Run
Murray State has set a school record this year by scoring over 100 points eight times this season, including
Monday's 107-75 win over Tennessee-Martin.
The eight games over 100 paints broke the record set
by the 1993-94 Racers and the 1965-66 squad, both who
scored 100 points or more six times.

All The Way
RACERS!

MOTOR SALES
wy. 121

Murray
Ledger & Times

South • Murray

1

753-3669
Randall & Joyce Underhill

di.

far 400.11•41..114.0
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TAgBELL.

•Self Service •Full Sorvica
.Major 011 Brands
Citgo Card, Major Credit Cards
American Express Accepted
"Otatity Seneca At Compton:we Prom'
South 12th • Murray • 753-1615
Monk Stations, Mgr
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Purchase One
59` item At Regular
Price And Receive
AiWher 59' item

FREE!
Please :doom coupon vane seillarlre Lw. one
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II KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — The
Kansas City Chiefs came to the
defense of Jo• Montana, saying the
quarterback will not be pushed into
retirement.

')))!'t•

FOURTH DISTRICT TOURNAMENT

Calloway tops Tigers
to earn trip to Region
Hot Cleaver
sets record
in 66-45 win

1

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Considering how James Foster
and Brad Cleaver were playing,
-.Mild there have been ,much
doubt which team would win the
third battle between Murray and
Calloway County this season?
While Foster, the region's
leading scorer, attempted only
nine shots and scored a seasonlow six points, Cleaver was
unconscious from the field,
knocking down a school-record
nine three pointers on his way to
a game-high 35 points.
Consequently, Calloway took a
66-45 Fourth District tournament
win Tuesday night at Jeffrey*
Gymnasium, sending the Tigers
to their third straight loss while
assuring themselves of a spot in
the regional tournament for the
first time since 1991.
"James Foster scoring-only six
points surprised me as much as
anybody," said Calloway coach
Ron Greene after his team
improved to 21-5. "He's an outstanding talent, but tonight he
couldn't get untracked."
Murray (17-10) can still reach
the regional by beating Marshall
County Friday night it 7. Should

CALLOWAY 66, MURRAY 45
16 26 43 — N
8 2024-44
CALLOWAY (M)
Cleave( 35, Nornbuckle 12. Bohannon 9. Anderson IL
Greene 2. MoKeel TOTALS FG-A 21-38 Threepont 9-19 (Cleaver 9) FT-A 15-25 Rebounds 20
1Greene 7) Record 21-5
MURRAY (45)
Crouch 10, West 9. Chesney 8. Weetherty S. Foster
6.- P0001 4. -Heyman. Rayburn. TOTALS FGA
19-44 75jse-point 6-18 (West 3, Weatherly 2.
Crouch) FT-A 1-4 Rebounds 21 (Foster 9) Record.
17-10
CALLOWAY
MURRAY

M rshall win, it would play Cal
lo ay Saturday night for the dist championship.
"Our backs are against the
wall," said Tiger coach Cary
Miller. "We've got four quarters
of basketball left. Now it's a onegame season for us."
Even though Cleaver was
smoking from the outside and
Foster was seeing the ball only
occasionally, Murray was still
within striking distance heading
into the fourth quarter.
That's when Thomas Hornbuckle decided it was time for
him to take control.
While scoring just five, points
in the final period, Hornbuckle
pressured Murray defensively,
came up with several steals and
frustrated Murray with his
ballhandling.
"Thomas Hornbuckle is the
glue that holds us together,"
Greene said. "He handled the ball
well, played good defense and
made some big shots."
Murray opened the fourth period trailing 43-34 and after a Ste-

phen Crouch layup, the Tigers
had closed the gap to 43-36.
- But Cleaver answered with a
bucket in the late and the Lakers
followed with six straight free
throws, four by Hornbuckle, to
widen the gap to 51-36.
Just when the game appeared
to be over, Calloway went cold at
the free throw stripe, missing
four straight, to allow Murray to
close the gap to 53-45 with just
over two minutes remaining. But
the Lakers regrouped to score the
game's last 13 points, six by
Cleaver, including a bomb from
near half-court in the final
seconds.
"Brad got some good screens
to get open; we played unselfish
and he .had the hot hand and I
told the team to get him the ball,"
Greene said.
"But this was a team effort,"
he emphasized. "We got some
big rebounds, made some key free throws and got some timely
shots. We got some good trenchwork by everybody."
Hombuckle added 12 points to
Cleaver's toal while Tyler
Bohannon added nine and Brent
Anderson scored eight. The Lakers were 21 of 38 from the field
(55 percent), nine of 19 from
three-point range and 15 of 25 at
the free throw stripe.
"Our defense was a real big
factor and we were real patient
on the offensive end," Cleaver
said. "David Greene and Tyler

• See Page 12A

Todd Co.
wraps up
sad year
Murder, suicide
hangs over team

ry
273

ono
OM.
116.44

ELKTON, Ky. (AP) — David
Edgin talked tiredly as he leaned
against a wall in the locker room
of the Todd County Central High
School gym.
His team's tragic season had
finally ended.
His boys basketball team —.had
a lot of things stacked against us
this year. They learned a lot of
lessons from it," the third-year
Todd coach said, his eyes halfclosed.
The final lesson was a 90-30
knuckle-rapper by a bigger,
quicker Franklin-Simpson team
that dismissed the Rebels to a
3-22 season Monday in the first
round of the 13th District
Tournament.
"I'm proud of the kids for
sticking with the game, for sticking together," said Edgin, whose
team committed 29 turnovers
while hitting only 10 of 38 field
goals against the Wildcats.
Edgin's preseason expectations
were high for what he said was
his strongest team to date. But
three junior starters would not
finish the season — two of them
arrested and charged with murder. The team would also have to
cope with another athlete's
suicide.
Antonio Andrews and Michael
Mimms, both of Guthrie, were
arrested Jan. 16 and charged in
connection with the Jan. 14
shooting death of Clifty resident
Michael Westerman.
About the same time, Malcolm
Merriweather was suspended
from school three times and later
dismissed from the team. He is
not related to Marcus Merriweather, 15, also of Guthrie, who
was arrested in connection with
the shooting.
And a day before the Westerman shooting, Richard Gray, a
•See Page 12A

Dallas Mavericks photo

Dallas forward Popsy* Jones, finishing with 12 points and 10 rebounds,
tipped in the game-winner Tuesday night against the 4iouston Rockets.

AP Top 25
The top 25 learns in The Assodated Press' college
baaketbal poi. Wel firsistece votes in parentheses,
records through Feb 26, total points based on 25
points for a Ina-place vote through one point for a
25rh-piace vote, and venous ranking
Raceed Pl.Pr,
21-2 1.642 2
1 UCLA (61)
21-3 1.546 3
2 North Carona (3)
21-4 1.446 I
3 Kansas (1)
22-2 1.465 4
4 Connecticut (1)
20-4 1.346 6
5 Kentucky
22-5 1.296 7
6 Maryland
23-5 1.226 8
7 Anemias
21-4 1.180 5
11 Messechuents
19-5 1.124 10
9 Wake Foredo
20-4 1.003 12
10 kfichlgen St
1140 9
21-6
11 Mignon
964 13
214
12 Afit•lie
1,7
640 11
13 Virgins
70718
19-5
14 kamiseini St
669 15
20-7
15 Arizona St
5112$
214
16 Oklahoma
611 21
20-6
17 Putdue
406 111
16-5
111 Oklettorna St
404 14
184
19 likwauel
174
25419
20 Stanford
1127
344 20
21 Alabama
327 17
1127
22 Syracuse
17-7
246 —
23 Oeoigennve
17323
.1157
24 low St.
140 —
23-3
25 /boner. Ohio
Other receiving voles MO lOt W Kentucky N.
Osior0 Tick 72. Oregon Mk MINNS 24, Tulsa 10
NC Cheney' I,. Tessa IS. karwrimete 10. Penn 10,
St Lade 10, Uteh St 10, OeorOa O. Col. a/ MIAs
Ion S. Wats 5. Sante Clem 3, Menhellen 7,MONA% 2. INN 0180 2. Temple 2, lunar!. Checennek I,
Ohle U I
•

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High's Jason West (11) draws a charge on Calloway County sophomore David Greene underneath the
basket in the second half of the takers' 66-45 win over the Tigers on Tuesday night

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
- DALLAS (AP) — Popeye
Jones did something he's never
done before, and it came against
the team that traded him.
Jones of Dallas tipped in a shot
and hit a free throw with 23.9
seconds left and Hakeem Olajuwon missed a short jumper at the
buzzer Tuesday night, sending
the Mavericks to a 102-101 victory over the Houston Rockets.
"I'd never hit the gamewinning shot, even when I was in
high school or at Murray State,"
Jones said. "I didn't feel the
foul, but I'm glad he (the referee)
called it."
Jones was traded to Dallas in
1993 for the rights to Eric Riley,
wfo never made an impact for
the Rockets.
"It's our best win .of the
year," Jones said. "When you
don't have Jim Jackson and you
beat the world champions, you've
done something. I thought for
sure Hakeem would hit his
jumper."

Clyde Drexler's driving layup future."
Houston's Vernon Maxwell
with 58 seconds left gave Housplayed for the first time since
ton a 101-99 lead.
Jones was fouled by Chucky being suspended for 10 games
Brown as he went up to tip Jamal and fined $20,000 for punching a
Mashburn's miss. Jones made the fan in Portland. He scored six
free throw and the Rockets called point's, including a layup that tied
timeout. Olajuwon had a clear it 97-97 with 3:18 to play.
"I'm happy to be playing
look at the basket with time running out, but the ball bounced off again," said Maxwell, whose
suspension cost him about
the back of the rim.
"I knew Jamal was going to S228,000 in fines and lost pay.
take the shot, and Hakeem went "I felt a little uncomfortable for
over to try to block it, so it left a while, but it got better. The susmy way clear to the basket," pension is behind me now."
Mashburn sprained his left
Jones said.
Scott Brooks, recently obtained ankle in the third period with
in a trade from Hou e , tied it 3:31 to play but returned after a
80-80 with a drive w 1 -.4 sec- six-minute rest to score 22 points.
r, then Jason Kidd added 18 and Roy
onds left in the third q.
put Dallas ahead 82-80 with a Tarpley had 13. Jones had 12
points and 10 rebounds.
jumper. He had 12 points.
Tarpley missed the last 20
"Brooks was a spark for us,"
said Dallas coach Dick Motta. games with tendinitis in his right
knee. He last played on Jan. 27.
"He made some great plays."
Drexler led Houston with 24
"It felt great to beat the Rockand Olajuwon added 21.
points
team
this
"If
ets," Brooks said.
plays like they did tonight, they Brown had 18 points, Kenny
can win a championship in a few Smith added 13 and Sam Cassell
years. Dallas has a bright had 10.

Wildcats finish road slate at UGA
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Fifth-ranked Kentucky tries to
Tear its third straight road hurdle
tonight.
Kentucky (20-4, 12-2 Southeastern) visits Georgia (17-7, 8-6)
after posting impressive victories
at No. 20 Alabama (72-52) and
Vanderbilt (71-60) last week.
sure the environment will
be such that they will have a very
strong homecourt advantage,—
Kentucky coach Rick Nino said
Tuesday.
He has been pleased with the
way the Wildcats have performed
away from home.
"It's not only great to win, but
we're playing good baske6•11,"

said Pitino, whose team closes its
regular season at hiSme Saturday
against LSU. "Now we're probably in for our toughest assignment. I ,think Georgia is playing
excellent basketball right now."
And why is Georgia the
"toughest" of the three?
"1 think it's the toughest
because the other two are over
with," he said with a smile.
Georgia has won four of its
last five games, including a 66-56victory over South Carolina last
Saturday. The loss was an 83-77
setbeck at Vanderbilt on Feb. 15.
Kentucky defeated Georgia
83-71 on Jan. 14, forcing the
Bulldogs to turn the ball over 25
times and shoot just 37.9 percent
from the field

"I think they're a better team Georgia.
"It's not one person that you
than the last time we played
them,"- said Pitino. "(Charles) can key on with this ballclub,"
Claxton is certainly improving. he said. "You have to 'watch the
whole frontcourt and you have to
Carlos Strong is certainly much
keep the backcourt from having
-better." -.
big nights as well."
Claxton, a 7-foot center, leads
the SEC and ranks seventh
Pitino said he has been pleased
nationally in blocked shots with
with individual improvement by
3.6. He also averages 12.6 points his players in recent weeks.
and 8.0 rebounds.
"I was more interested in the
Strong has been on a hot streak
players themselves getting better
the past six games, averaging
and reaching to the point where
21.0 points and 7.0 rebounds they're very confident and exewhile shooting 60.8 percent from
cuting well," he said. "That's
the field. For the season, the 6-8
what is happening now."
junior forward averages 14.6
"We have -a tendency to rush
points and 6.8 rebounds.•
will
that and when we do, we have
Pitino said the Wildcats
37 percent shooting
these
contain
than
more
do
to
have
Claxton and Strong to contain 'halves," he Mid.
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Green Bay releases Sharpe

II Sports Briefs
BASKETBALL

Eastwood takes second in tourney
,

,,
,
I

Eastwood .Christian Academy lost by one point, 43-42, in •
Saturday's action against Montgomery Christian of Clarksville,
*Tenn., to take second in the postseason tournament.
The leading scorer for the Warriors was Kory FutrOl with
16 points a
‘
nd leading rebounders were Ed Morgan and Joe
David Rayburn. Other scorers were Morgan with .11 points,
Greg Dowdy with six, Rayburn with five and John Farmer
with. four.
Morgan, a 6-3 senior, and Raybum, a 6-2 sophomore, were
named to the all-tournament team.
On Friday night, Eastwood defeated Bellwood Christian
Academy 61-44. Leading '' corers were Morgan with 20 points
and Rayburn with 19. Futr 11 added 11, Farmer and Conley
had five each and Dowdy cored one.
terry Conley.
Eastwood is coached by'

GOLF

Jones, O'Neill record hole-in-ones
Donald A. Jones of Murray and William B. O'Neill of Chicago
both recorded hole-in-ones recently.
Jones' came on Murray Country Club's par-3 second hole last
Saturday while using a five-iron on the 150-yard hole.
O'Neill recorded his ace on the 150-yard pa1-3-ninth at Miller
Golf Course on Feb. 24. Using a six-iron, O'Neil's shot was
witnessed by Joe Sims and Gene Wrye of Murray during Miller's
senior league outing.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger a Times photo
Calloway senior Brad Cleaver, right, gets swarmed by teammates David
Greene, middle, and Jay Paul Herndon after his 35-point performance.

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
Will Sterling Sharpe play again
in the NFL?
t ody knows. But if he does,
it won't be for the Green Bay
-Packets':
General manager Ron Wolf
announced Sharpe's release Tuesday, saying it's too risky to
expect the Packers' leading
receiver the past seven seasons to
play pro football after the spinalfusion neck surgery he underwent
Feb. 3.
"We regret that the Packers'
association with Sterling Sharpe
has come to an end," Wolf said.
The decision gives the Packers
'relief under the NFL's salary cap
when they find a replacement for
Sharpe, Green Bay's career leader in pass receptions.
It gives the 29-year-old Sharpe

Player's future uncertain
the chance to sign on with
another team willing to pay more
than the $200,000 the Packers
offered him for this year, in hope
he can return in 1996.
And it leaves quarterback Brett
Favre without his favorite target.
Out of Sharpe's 29 100-yard
receiving days, 19 have come in
tandem with Favre, the team's
starting quarterback since four
games into the 1992 season.
Favre, who left Tuesday on a
vacation to Jamaica, has completed 983 passes with the Packers — and Sharpe has caught 294
of them.
"(Favre) is certainly going to
miss him," said Favre's agent,

OVC tournament
begins Thursday;
tickets available

Bus Cook, who spoke with Favre
before the quarterback left Mississippi on his trip.
"Brett's concern was that, first
of all, he hated to see the injury
happen and secondly, he enjoyed
his relationship with Sterling as a
receiver," Cook said.
"Sterling had the knack of getting open and catching the football. I think that was a factor in
Brett developing quicker than a
lot of people thought would
"
happen."
Sharpe's postseason surgery
was for a spinal injury that kept
Mtn out of Green Bay's two playoff games.

ATTENTION HOMEOWNER
$AVE TEN$ OF THOLMAND$ OF $$$
•NO REFINANCING•NO PAYMENT INCREASE
•BUILD EQUITY 3 TIMES FASTER

•BE DEBT-FREE 10-15 YRS. SOONER
CALL 753-2284, EXT 103 FOR FREE RECORDED MESSAGE

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NASHVILLE,Tenn. — A new single-session ticket plan is being
made available to area college basketball fans for the Ohio Valley
Conference basktuball tournament, which gets underway Thursday
at Municipal Auditorium.
OVC fans can buy single-session tickets for as little as $5.
"We're trying to do everything we can to make our tournament
accessible and affordable to area basketball fans," said Dan 13ecbc,
OVC commissioner."We especially hope the new prices will appeal to students at our member schools. We would really like to see a
big student turnout at the tournament supporting their schools."
Individual ticket prices available range from $20 per session for
lower level seats to $5 per session for upper level end zone. Individual tickets on the, upper level middle are $10 and tickets on the
mezzanine level are $15. Fans can contact Ticket Pro at
615-291-5000 beginning Monday to purchase single session tickets.
"If you think about it, fans can se three exciting men's firstMud givne.s_Thursday_ for $5.." _Bezhe_ said.
Tournament ticket books for all sessions are currently available
by calling Ticket Pro or ticket offices of all OVC schools.
The men's tournament begins Thursday with a first-round tripleheader beginning at 4 p.m. The men's championship is set for
Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
The women's tournament opens Saturday with three first-round
games. The championship game is March 6.

Play Ball!
Youth Baseball Association
will have sign-ups at
Dennison Hunt for
all summer leagues.
Saturday, March 4: 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Monday, March 6: 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday, March 8: 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
There will be a $10 late fee
per player after March 8

"Good service,
good coverage,
good price That's State

SCOREBOARD

•Lakers, Tigers./..

Sponsored By:
FROM PAGE 11A
Bohannon did a good job in the
post to free us up outside. This
was definitely the biggest game
of the year.
"(Getting to the regional tournament) is just what we've been
looking for since this team was in
middle school,"_. Cleaver added.
"This is a dream'and we're one
step closer."
For- Murray, Crouch led the
way with 10 points while Jason
West had nine and Chris Cheaney
and Robert Weatherly tossed in
eight apiece. The Tigers shot 43
percent from the field (19 of 44),
six of 18 from three-point range
and went to the free throw line
only four times, hitting once.
"James Foster needs to see the
ball, and we didn't do a good job
getting it to him," Miller said.
"We've got to get the ball from
one side to another, and when we
don't it affects us at both emit of
the court."
Cleaver was hot early on, dropping in four three-pointers in the
first quarter as Calloway took a
16-8 lead.
Murray never led during the

,Todd Co...
FROM PAGE 11A
senior catcher on the school baseball team, committed suicide by
shooting himself in the head with
a .22-caliber pistol, officials said.
"It seemed like they (the incidents) had a pretty big impact,"
said senior forward Scooter Bell,
who is also a pitcher on the baseball team. "It took a while to
even think about anything else. I
won't ever get over it."
The team won two games in a
holiday tournament, said Bell,
who scored two points Monday in
his last game as a Rebel. "It
seemed like we were on a roll
after those two wins. Then everything kind of fell apart."
"This was the year we had a
chance to do something," said
Richie Smith, a guard and the
only other senior on the team:
"This was a rebuilding year. We
only lost two ,seniors rlast.year."

game, but an 8-1 run early in the
second quarter closed the gap to
17-16, with Cheaney scoring six
points in the surge and Crouch
adding a basket. But Cleaver
answered the mini surge with
back-to-back threes to push the
margin back to 23-16 and Calloway led 26-20 at halftime.
"Thomas did an incredible job
on Foster," Cleaver said. "They
were hanging with us at half, and
Foster only had two points, so we
knew they would come out and
make a run."
Miller said the Tigers were fortunate to have been within six
points at the half, considering
Foster had only two points at the
time.
"We had some others step up,
but we missed some.free throws
and some easy shots, and then
Cleaver got hot," he said. "This
was his night, not ours. We can't
do anything about this game now,
we just have to get ready for'
Marshall."

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

NHL GLANCE
All Tries CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T Phi GE
9 8 3 21 51
NY Rangers
8 8 3 19 48
NY Islanders
8 9 2 18 52
Tampa Bay
PhiladeOhia
8 8 2 18 54
7 7 4 18 44
Nevi Jersey
7 11 2 16 48
Florida
Washington
3 10 5 11 37
Northeast Division
Pittsburgh
14 3 2 30 81
13 4 2 28 72
Ouebec
Boston
10 6 2 22 50
7 8 4 18 46
7 7 3 17 36
But arinli/
t
Hartford
7 9 3 17 49
2123 736
Ottawa
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L .T Phi OF
12 5 1 25 71
Chicago
Detroit
12 5 1 25 68
.12 5 1 25 69
St Louis
9 9 3 21 59
Toronto
Winnipeg
6 10 3 15 55
5 10 3 13 47
DaNas

GA
47
55
52
52
40

se
51

58

es

42
56
38

ee

59
GA
41
38
51
60

ea

50

753-8$55

Pacific Division
10' 6 3
8 9 2
7 10 2
5 7 6
5 9 4
511 1
Tualiday's Games
• Hanford 6, Ottawa 3
NY. Islanders 2, Montreal 1
Flonda 0, N.Y Rangers 0,
Philadelphia 4, Washingloq 2
"
Dallas 4, Winnipeg 0
Calgary 5, Edmonton 2
San Jose 4, Vancouver 3
Chicago 8, Los Angeles 4
W•dnesday's Games
NY. Rangers at Hartford, 6 p m
Tampa Bay at Quebec. 630 pm
Dallas at Edmonton, 630 pm
Chicago at Anaheim, 930 pm
Thursday's Games
Nevi Jefesy at Boston, 6 30 p rn
Pittsburgh at Buffalo, 6 30 p m
Tampa Bay at Ottawa. 6 30 p m
Wastvngton at NY. islanders, 630
Ronda at Philielphia, 6 30 pm
San Jose at •,Tnto, 6 30 p m
Winnipeg at Detroit, 6.30 p.m.
Vancouver Id Calgary, 8'30 13 m

Calgary
San Jose
Edmonton
Vancouver
Los Angeles
Anaheim

23
18
16
16
14
11

63
42
48
57
54
38

45
58
64
61
70
65

Jane Rogers
753-9627
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(Next to Century 21)
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State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Like a •ood nei•hbor, State Farm is there.'

"SOMETHING NEW"

pm

The Nashville Alumni Chapter Cordially Invites All
MSU Alumni & Racer Fans To Celebrate
"OVC Championship Week"!

A,
tOseGAISN.
'el

Post-Game Celebrations
Harold 1. Kathy Hurt's Captain's Table
New Location in Printers ANey

to-r.,1

7.

PRICE INCLUDES: WALL TO WALL CARPET • STOVE •
REFRIGERATOR • CORNER TUB • CEILING FAN • LINED
CABINETS • HOUSE TYPE DOOR • DELIVERY/SET-UP
amt. ,!1;ICifiW
R
-UT

17,41410'

OA.

LR

our

iroeur

Liwit

3 Bedrooms
2 Baths

16' X 76'
Specailly
Priced
-

PRICE INCLUDES: WALL TO WALL CARPET • STOVE •
REFRIGERATOR • GARDEN TUB • CEILING FAN • LINED
CABINETS • HOUSE TYPE DOOR • DELIVERY/SET-UP
F IN4NCING
AVAII
f

5% DOWN PAYMENT
VAse Approved Credh

SEE OUR
DOUBLEWIDES
TRIPLEWIDES

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.

Ticket Information - Nashville Ticket Pro (615) 291-5000
MSU Ticket Office (502) 762-4895
(901) 644-0012

...

137g17

1

Official Racer Headquarters
Crowne Plaza Hotel
623 Union Street, Nashville
(615) 259-2000

Championship Pre-Game
Saturday, March 4
6:00-8:00 p.m:
Game Time: 8:30 p.m.

LR

•a

Men's Championship - March 2-4
Women's Championship - March 4-6

Pre Game Racer Warm Ups
Crowne Plaza Hotel

Separate Dining
Room
2 Bedroom-1 Bath

By FLEETWOOD

14' X 64'

Specially
Priced

Semi-Final Pro-Game
Friday, March 3
6:30-11:30Game Time 9:00 p.m.

Farm

insurance."

"Your more than one company agency."
David King ,901 Sycamore

His physician said over the
weekend there vas a-90 percent
chance_ of the procedare succeeding to the point where Sharpe's
return could be possible in 1996.
,Sharpe's agent, William
"Tank" Black, demanded the
Packers either raise the $200,000
offer for 1995 or release him.
His aontract would have paid
him $3.2 million next season,
part- of a six-year deal renegotiated after his brief holdout on
the eve of the season opener with
Minnesota last year.
Black said Sharpe wanted half
the 1995 salary, but was willing
to have payments deferred to give
the Packers some relief'on this
year's salary cap.
Wolf cited medical evidence as
the key reason the team decided
instead to terminate his contract.

Open 7 Days • Week
Hwy. 79 E, Paris, TN

1400-533-366S
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Hopkins judge indicted on misdemeanors
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A western Kentucky judgeexecutive improved private properly at county expense. improperly transfewed a county truck and
retatuttal against a whislleblower, according to an indictment.
A Hopkins County grand jury
indicted county Judge-Executive
Danny Woodward Tuesday on
two counts of nonfeasance, one
count of malfeasance and one
count of reprisal against a public
employee, all misdemeanors.
Woodward, who had said he
had been told to expect the
charges, claimed they were politically motivated.
"They are trumped-up
charges," he said. "It reeks of
the power politics that are being
played around here."
His attorney, Ken Humphries
of Hopkinsville, said he and his
client "believe the charges will
be shown to be without merit."
If convicted, Woodward could
be removed from office. His
arraignment is set for March 13
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The Murray Christian Academy primary chess team captured the second
place primary team trophy at the Quad A Regional Chess Championship held
recently at Crittenden County High School In Marion. The team will compete
next at the state level in Lexington on March 4. Pictured are (front row,from
left) Randy Finch, Nathan Crofton, Jonathan Chapman (with team trophy),
Blake McCuiston (6th place, individual), Sarah Hines;(second row,from left)
Stephanie Finch, Becky Hansis, Sarah Jones; (back row, from left) David
Breeding (first place, individual), Rachel Oakley, Lauren Hines, and Anna

in Hopkins District Court.
The indictment charges Woodward with nonfeasance in office
for allegedly ordering the county
to install a road tile in White
Plains "in violation of county
and/or state rules or regulations
concerning the installation of said
tile" in Miwoor June 1994. The
indictment did not give more
details.'
The second nonfeasance count
charges Woodward improperly
directed the transfer of a county
pickup truck to the White Plains
Fire Department. The indictment
said Hopkins County continued
to pay insurance on the truck.
The malfeasance charge alleges
Woodward approved the installation of a road or ramp on private
property on May 27, 1994, costing the county more than $500.
The indictment also charged
that Woodward used or
threatened to use his position to
discourage Jimmy Ray Jr. and
others in the county road department from reporting facts or

information relating to suspected "should follow local policies and
violations by Woodward. The procedures and avoid the use of
grand jury said Woodward did county personnel and equipment
"image for the &mono') and , on pritate property."_ .
transfer of (Ray), who had
The grand jury also said that at
reported these facts to Hopkins
the onset of its investigation it
County Magistrates ..."
was concerned that the charges
A report issued by the grand "may have been politically motijury said it had been asked to
vated." But its report said it
investigate eight allegations
"concluded that the evidence
against Woodward, but decided
presented by Kentucky State
to charge him in only four of the
Police was not politically moticases. However, in the other four, vated and there were legitimate
it made recommendations includissues that needed to be
ing that the judge-executive
reviewed" by the grand jury."

New Business Hours
Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray
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Daley wins
mayoral primary

ay

— CHICAGO (AP) — Two exVi ,-including a former leader of Chicago's largest street
gang, won spots in City Council
runoff elections as Mayor
Richard M. Daley swept to a
landslide Democratic primary
victory.
"Everybody knows the truth
about gangs and politics in Chicago," said Wallace "Gator"
Bradley, a former leader of the
10,000-member Gangster Disciples, after, returns Tuesday indicated he was in the April 4
runoff.
Bradley, one of five convicted_
felons seeking council seats,
claims gangs have wielded power
in Chicago wards for decades,
delivering elections to the IrishAmerican political elite from
Daley's father to President John
F. Kennedy.
"And if it's all right for the
Irish to be involved in gangs, it's
all right for blacks to be involved
in gangs," he told WBBM-AM.
Bradley, 43, served four years
for armed robbery and burglary
in the 1970s but later received
executive clemency from Gov.
James R. Thompson.
He now faces a one-on-one
duel in the South Side's predominantly black and downtrodden
3rd Ward with incumbent Dorothy Tillman, a gritty debater
known for her trademark flamboyant hats.
With 98 percent of the vote in,
Tillman had 3,333 votes, OT 47.4
percent, to Bradley's 2,195 votes,
or 31.2 percent.
Another convicted felon, Walter Burnett Jr., won a runoff spot
in the West Side's 28th Ward. He
served two years for robbery as a
teen-ager, but is endorsed by firefighters and police unions and
has been praised by a number of
community leaders.
There were 197 candidates

vying for the 50-seat council.•
Unlike the mayoral race, the
aldermanic contests are officially
nonpartisan.
paley's landslide primary victory over Joseph Gardner was
anticlimactic. He had raised more
than $4 million to Gardner's
$200,000 and had a commanding
lead in the polls.
"I don't get into analyzing
this, I basically get into winning," Daley told reporters.
With 95 percent of precincts
reporting, Daley had 334,879 votes, or 66 percent, while Gardner,
a commissioner of the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District,
had 164,194, or 33 percent. Sheila Jones, a follower of political
extremist Lyndon LaRouche, had
5,768 votes, or 1 percent.
The racial conflict that has
been a recurrent theme in Chicago politics barely surfaced in the
campaign. The soft-spoken Gardner, who is black, was unable to
generate the crusade-like emotionalism that Harold Washington, the city's first black mayor,
did a dozen years ago.
Daley was endorsed by. U.S.
Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun, D-Ill.,
the state's top black elected official. He also was backed by more
than 100 black ministers —
including the pastor of Gardner's
church — and the Chicago
Defender, the city's major black
newspaper.
Gardner urged supporters to
work for independent black candidate Roland Burris, a former
Illinois attorney general opposing
Daley in the April 4 general
election.
Five Republicans were running
for the GOP mayoral nomination,
which has not produced a viable
candidate since the Depression
era. With 95 percent of the vote
in, former clown Ray Wardingley
held a slim lead.

Principal stealing money
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NEW YORK (AP) — A grade
school principal has been charged
with fleecing his students of
thousands of dollars in a variety
of scams — including one...in. „
which he forced them tet watch'
movies about wrestling and
sharged $2 a head.—
An indictment filed Tuesday
charges Stuart Possner with taking $76,000 in school funds from
1990 to 1993. He was charge‘in
May with falsely billing the Coney Island school for work that
wasn't done.
Authorities say Possner, 46,
pocketed $2,000 in revenue from
the wrestling films and $1,000
from the school's 1992 Yalen-

tine's Day dance.
He also allegedly stole $11,000
from the school store, $4,000
worth of supplies for use at a
summer camp he operated in the
Catskills and ,$1,000 worth of
textbooks for a yeshiva where he
taught.
Possner also allegedly forced
school employees to make posters and party favors and do other
work for his camp and yeshiva.
Possner has been transferred to
administrative duties while awaiting the outcome of the case. The
most serious charges are 20
counts of records tampering, each
punishable by up to 7 years in
prison.

A Banker's Dozen Means
Getting Morefor Your Money
The 12-mpnth CD that pays you
-13 months of interest
We'll pay you one full month of bonus
interest — right on the spot!
All year long you'll earn a
high,6.50% annual percentage
APY yield...with the satisfaction of
knowing you got an extra
month of interest out of your dough,.

Dollars for doughnuts,it's the best deal
around. If you have a new or
existing checking account
with United Commonwealth
Bank, you can open UCB's
12-month Banker's Dozen
-CD with a minimum deposit of $1,500.

%
6.50

6 CO'i A P) tor the Banker'. Dozen CD t. guaranteed through

. withdrawal
6'5 A sut*tantial penalte may be irnixwed tor earl,

TIR ES•TIRES•TIR ES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
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Owners: Gorski 13ogi and Ronnia Melvyn

3566

+

A F•dionel Savings Bank

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111 "
TIRE

13Witthlison Blvd., Murray, K1 739-9443
Meriiber FDIC • Equal Heustfts Lender
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On the run, Southeast Asia
can be a great place to hide

4
•
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Pennyrile District
will pay back loan
PADD received $500,000 in
federal money from the Economic Development Administration
in order to make business loans
to create jobs and spur construction, Foster said.
"You use $167,000 to get
$500,000. That's good business,"
said Foster, who noted that the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development also
approved the idea.
But the February 1994 county
audit showed that no written
approval had been given for the
loan.
State officials since then have
declined to provide written permission, according to PADD project coordinator Chris Sutton,
who cited bureaucratic red tape
as a reason.
Sutton said the interest on the
loan, which will be about
$64,000, will be paid back March
-14.
The balance of the loan will be
paid back by a Christian County
business that received a $125,000
PADD loan and now pays monthly installments. Sutton declined
to name the business.

HOPKINS VILLE, Ky.(AP) -Pennyrile Area Development District officials say they intend to
begin repaying a S167,000 loan
obtained from Christian County
without getting written approval
for it.
PADD used the money
received in June 1992 from the
county's revolving loan fund to
generate its own revolving loan
fund, county attorney Mike Foster said during a Christian County
Fiscal Court meeting Tuesday.
Foster and David Shore, executive director of PADD, said the
state Department of Local Government gave oral consent for the
loan.
••••

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for Inswers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGONRepresentative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.

By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

Mrs. Mollie B. Rodgers
'
Mrs. Mollie B. Rodgers, 84, Rt. 4, Murray, died today (Wednelday). March 1, 1995, at 5:25 a.m. at Britthaven Nursing Home,
Benton.
Her husband, Willie C. Rodgers, died March 22, 1987. One son,
William Rodgers, also preceded her in death. Born July 14, 1910, in
Benton, Ark., she was the daughter of the late George Henthorne and
Lou Lancaster Henthorne.
Mrs. Rodgers was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray, and
of the Order of the Eastern Star.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bea Walker and husband, Dr.
Richard, Rt. 4, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Audrey Pettus and Mrs.
Agnes Lucas, and one brother, Carl Henthorne, all of Benton, Ark.;
four grandchildren, Mrs. Phyllis Smith, Crossville, Tenn., Mrs. Linda
Monk, Pine Bluff, Ark., Winston Walker, Manaus, Brazil, and Boyd
Walker, Murray; nine great-grandchildren, Mollie Smith, Will Smith,
Callie Smith, Richard Walker H, Patricia Walker, William Walker,
Phillip Walker, Matthew Walker, and Samuel Walker.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Dr. Richard Walker will officiate. Burial will
follow in Rosemont Cemetery, Benton, Ark.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of smypathy may take the form of donations to Amazon Mission Organization (AMOR), P.O. Box 208„.Murray, KY
42071.

George G.(Duke)Hansen
graveside services for George Glasglow (Duke) Hansen will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. at Rickman Cemetery. The Rev. Kenny Locke
will officiate.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, from 5 to 9 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart Association, American Cancer Society, and Boston Avenue United Methodist
Church, Tulsa, Okla.
Mr. Hansen, 68, Tulsa, Okla., died Saturday -Feb.. 25, 1995, at
Tulsa.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Blewett Hansen; one daughter, Mrs. AnnEtte Owen and husband, Dr. David Owen, Murray: two
sons, George S. Hansen and wife, Dorothy, and Austin P. Hansen,
Tulsa; two sisters, Mrs. Ellen Jean Allen, Phoenix, Ariz., and Mrs.
Ardis Oglesby, Palo Alto, Calif.; three grandchildren, Jeffery Eric
Owen, Christopher Andrew Owen, and Bonnie Katherine Hansen; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Birdie Doran
Funeral rites for Mrs. Birdie Doran were Tuesday at 2 p.m, in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ray Provow, the
Rev. Charles Blair and the Rev. Jack Studie officiated. Burial was in
Lebanon Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Doran, 85, Rt. 1, Mayfield, died Sunday, Feb. 26, 1995, at
3:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Sharon Baptist Church.
Her husband, Charles Edward Doran, preceded her in death. She
was the daughter of the late Jim Copeland and Pearl Payne Copeland.
Two sisters, three brothers, three grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren also preceded her in death.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Frances Henson and N1rs.
Mary Sue Cates, Sedalia, Mrs. Virginia Harrison, Farmington, and
Mrs. Marcy Martin, Mayfield; five sons, Herbert L. Doran, A.G.
Doran, Darrell Doran, Ray Doran and Johnny Doran, all of Mayfidd;
three sisters, Mrs. Kathleen Stephens and Mts. Henrietta Rowland.
Mayfield, and Mrs. Rosa Brazzell, Sedalia; 25 grandchildren; 43
great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
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For A II Your Hearing Aid Needs
527-3978 or 1-800-742-1747

WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?
*Free consultation and review of prescriptions.
*We work with your doctor and save you money by
using generic drugs when possible.
•We have computerized records for insurance and
taxes.
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Nine local students
named to dean's list
LEXINGTON - Nine students
from Calloway County have been
honored by the University of
Kentucky for outstanding
academic work.
The UK students were named
to the dean's list of their respective colleges for the fall semester
and are among the top five percent of all undergraduate students
enrolled at UK.
"We are - proud of the everincreasing academic quality of
out students," -said---UK President
Charles T. WethingtOn Jr. "Students who are being honored for
achievement in- their -itudies
deserve our recognition and
appreciation for their hard work
and efforts."
The Calloway County students named are as follows:
John David Dailey, 2207
Cre,ekwood Dr., Murray, junior in
Health Administration, Kentucky
Allied Health Professions;
Christopher Joseph Fuhrmann,
1605 Main St., Murray, freshman
in History, Kentucky Arts and

Sciences;
Michael Allan Haney, Rt.. ,7,
Box 794, Murray, freshman in
Physics, Kentucky Arts add
Sciences;
Catherine Squifflet Hurt, Rt. 1,
Box 127, Kirksey,. and also of
Murray, junior in Pre-marketing,
Kentucky Business and
Economics;
Melanie Blair Julian, Rt. 7,
Box 780, Murray, senior in English, Kentucky Arts and Sciences;
Laura Ann Luciano, Rt. 6, Box
163, Murray, freshman in Political Science, Kentucky Arts and
Sciencei;
KaDonna Cheryl Randolph,
1025 Southwood Dr., Murray,
sophomore in Forestry, Kentucky
Agriculture;
Joshua David Roberts, 315
South 13th St., Murray, freshman
in History, Kentucky Arts and
Sciences;
John Matthew Yuill, Rt. 1, Box
135, Kirksey, senior in Biology,
Kentucky Arts and Sciences.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) - something we have to have. That
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton and his run- . lack of a northeast access has
ning mate, Dr. Steve Henry, been our Achilles' heel in attracting new industry."
stressed the importance of comPatton said the bridge is imporpleting a new bridge for the area
tant to more than Daviess Counduring gubernatorial campaign
ty. "That bridge is also important
stops in western Kentucky.
to Bowling Green."
The two Democrats also
stopped Monday evening at
Owensboro •City Hall and
answered question from about 25
people on subjects ranging from
juvenile crime to prayer in
schools:
Henry; an Owensboro native
HAWESVILLE, Ky. (AP) who is a Jefferson County comA Kentucky State Police official
missioner, said, "My No. 1 com- says he cannot assign more than
mitment to Owensboro as lieutenone trooper to Hancock County,
-to see that
because of the small number of
ant governor will be
(William H. Natcher) bridge
cases worked there in recent
completed."
years.
More than $50 million in state
"We don't receive that many
calls from Hancock County,"
and federal money already has
said Capt. Danny Webb, combeen spent on preliminary work
mander of the Henderson post.
and in building approaches to the
four-lane bridge north - of Maceo. "With the calls we're getting, I
can't justify pulling one from
But ,therc is no money for comanother county."
pleting it in President Clinton's
Most calls go to the central
proposed budget for next year.
dispatch center and are worked
Daviess Judge-Executive Buzz
by the Hancock County Sheriffs
Norris told Patton and Henry that
'that bridge isn't pork. It's
office or city police.

Hancock County
will not receive
another trooper

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!! -•

YOU'RE INVITED. . .

column to find out which area or areas are
causing problems.
Using gentile manipulation techniques,
he or she will work on the affected area to
correct the dislocation, rensoVing the cause
of impinged nerve tissue.'Mae and other
therapies will help to restore your nervous
system to normal functioning.
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Dr. Mary Broertngmeyer
-Chlropractbr4 mlles Fast on H*y."94
753-2962
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each - visit, I'd feel 'like western
Kentucky was a second home. I
finally decided to make it a first
_
home."
"I first became a public radio
listener about 10 years ago. The
quality of the product set it apart
from everything else on the dial. A
year later I began my career in
public radio. I feel fortunate to be
part of a really good team like we
have here at WICMS," Devers said.
"The clincher," Devers says, "in
drawing me to western Kentucky is
barbecue. In Lexington or Covington or Louisville you'd be amazed at
what they try to pass off as barbecue."

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

NECK AND BACK PROBLEMS

1+;

DAVID DEVERS

Wanted - BINGO Players

DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR-

If you are having any problems with
your neck or back, you should have your
spinal column checked to see if there is a
subluxation or impingement of nerve tissue
causing the problem. Your spinal column is
the pathway for the body's nervous system.
If any of your vertebrae are out of
alignment and interfering with the normal
flow ofnerve impulses, this can cause,piip,.
and discomfort.
It can also affect other areasof your body
that depend on a continuous and uninterrupted flow of nerve impulses. Your doctor
of chiropractic will „make a careful examiyokir spinal
nation of all the vertebrae

David Devers has joined the staff
Of WYMS-FM 91.3 in Murray,
Kentucky as Jazz Producer and Host
of "Jazz Express," heard Monday
through Friday from 9-12 p.m. The
program includes a wide variety of
styles and artists.
Devers says, "On 'Jazz Express'
you'll get everything from Miles
Davis to Pat Metheney, from Charlie Parker to David Benoit, from
jazz of the 50's to contemporary
fusion."
A native of central Kentucky,
Devers 'comes to Murray State's
public radio station from WUKYFM, Lexington, The University of
Kentucky's- public radio station.
There he had a number of duties
including hosting a daily jazz and
magazine show, producing music
programs and feature production.
Devers was an announcer, producer and copywriter for several
commercial radio stations in central
Kentucky, as well as doing copywriting and announcing for advertising agencies and production studios. He has a bachelor's degree
from the University of Kentucky.
He is married to Debye G. Devers,a
computer programmer and systems
analyst.
Devers and his wife have been
frequent visitors to western Kentucky.
"We've vacationed at all the state
resort parks in this area for more
than a decade," Devers said. "After

Patton and Henry stress
completion of new bridge
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Devers joins the staff
of WKNIS-FM station

DEATHS

MANILA, PhilippineS (AP)- Across Southeast Asia, the alert
is out for the British trader who gambled away Britain's'oldest
metehant bank_ But in many wayiCthe area is a great-Face to
disappear.
Moving about undetected presents few challenges in much of the
region. Long, poorly patrolled coastlines make it easy to travel by
sea, and immigration checks at many backwater harbors are lax.
Even some major arrival points, such as Manila, don't do computerized immigration checks.
Since Nick Leeson, 28, and his wife Lisa, 23, vanished last week
from their posh Singapore condo, he has been variously reported in
Malaysia and Thailand. "Mere have even been reports that the two
got hold of a yacht and are sailing through the South Seas.
Authorities want to question the Singapore-based trader about
the billion-dollar loss that forced Baring Brothers & Co. of London
into bankruptcy. Singapore also has launched a criminal
investigation.
Leeson may be elusive, but he hasn't vanished into thin air. The
Eastern Express newspaper of Hong Kong reported today that Leeson faxed his Singapore office from the Thai resort of Ptiuket to
apologize for his actions. The newspaper quoted "a source close to
Barings" for the report but said the bank had no comment.
In the Malaysian capital of Kuala Lumpur, a spokeswoman for
the Regent Hotel said Leeson checked in Thursday and left the following morning.
On the surface, it might seem difficult to escape unnoticed from
Singapore, an island city-state so regimented that gum-chewing is
prohibited and failure to flush a public toilet is a crime.
But at the city's airport, one of the world's most efficient.
immigration officials often seem more concerned about speeding
passengers to their planes than making detailed checks. A causeway
links the island with Malaysia, and dozens of Indonesian islands
are easily accessible by boat.
For decades, hundreds, if not thousands, of rogues, misfitf,'crim- •
inals and plain old vagabonds have turned up in the -steamy; laidback lands of Southeast Asia, fleeing police, spouses, creditors or
just abandoning the high-pressure world they left behind.
The U.S. Embassy estimates.that in the Philippines alone, there
arc about 80 Americans who fled felony warrants in the United
States and are hiding there, protected in some cases by influential
local politicians.
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People with KACo ties give money to campaign
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — People with ties to the Kentucky
Association of Counties gave
more. ihan 14,000 last year to,
help defeat the association's Lead-.
ing legislative critic, a newspaper
reported.
Contributions went to the campaign of Republican Julie Carman Rose, who defeated Democratic Sen. Susan Johns of Louisville. Johns was leading an
investigation of the association
— KACo — as chairman of the
General Assembly's Program
Review and Investigations

Comniatee.
The Paducah Sun said in a
copyright report Tuesday that
money from KACo _cdqtractors'
and attorneys poured into Rose's
campaign in the final days of the
1994 general election race.
The newspaper said records at.
the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance in Frankfort showed
Rose received $3,000 on Oct. 28
from six of the 20 members of
the Louisville law firm of Williams and Wagoner. Its senior
partner, Phil Williams, is KACo's
general counsel and part owner of

a Lompany that is paid to admiRollie, whose 36th District covnister KACo's unemployment ers affluent northeastern Jefferson County, said the contribuinsurance 'fund.
The newspaper said $1,400_ tions did.not. mean KACo had
came on Oct. 28 or Nov. 1 from
great personal support for her.
Fred Creasey, who until this year
"I don't think they cared who
administered four of KACo's
was running. They would have
seven insurance and loan funds; helped them becausysun was
Don Giles, a certified public targeting them witfrtter inv tigaaccountant from KACo's Lion." Rose said. "I assume hey
accounting firm in Frankfon; would have given money to a cat
Richard Williams, brother of Phil
walking down the road if she was
Williams and himself a KACo running against Susan Johns."
Phil Williams, a resident of the
contract administrator; and
Robert Hart Jr., another KACo district, said he "chose to exercise a right that any other citizen
contractor.

11
BUY $100
WORTH
GET A $100
WORTH

has."
Of the six attorneys in his firm
who donated, at least five live in
the 36th District, The Paducah
Sun said.
KACo does not directly contribute to political campaigns, and
"no one twisted any arms" to
raise money for Rose, Williams
said.
Rep. Jack Coleman, who
became chairman of the investigations committee after Johns'
defeat, said the contributions generate "a different kind of
pressure."
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"The committee members are
asked to vote on some serious
recommendations from time to
time," said Coleman, D-Burgin.
"In the past few years this committee has taken on a lot of agencies that had run amok. We're
treading new ground here. We
need to know we can stand
together on this kind of study."
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy, who is president-elect of the
association, said the contributions
set a bad example.
"Our purpose is to inform the
legislators, not create them,"
Roy said. "Individuals can make
any contribution they want.
That's-the way the system is and
should be. But I think KACo
should not be involved in politics
KACo's ultimate purpose is to
go and lobby the legislature as a
whole and not be for or against
any particular individual
legislator."

Hogancamp
released
from hospital
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — State
Rep. Kathy Hogancamp is home
again after 2Y2 weeks in the hospital recovering from injuries suffered in an auto accident Feb. 7
while returning from a legislative
committee meeting in Frankfort.
The Paducah Republican said it
could be six weeks to two months
before she can travel again to
Frankfort, but she is preparing to
make inquiries by telephone in
some areas where constituents
had sought her help.
It feels a lot better than being
in the hospital," Hogancamp said
in a phone interview with The
Paducah Sun after being released
from the hospital Friday.
Hogancamp, who has been
paralyzed since a car wreck 23
years ago, sustained a few
cracked ribs and a compound
fractured wrist in the wreck on
the Western Kentucky Parkway
near Beaver Dam.
She has ordered replacements
for both her customized, motorized wheelchair and her
handicapped-accessible van, both
of whith were destroyed in' the'
crash. She expects to have the
wheelchair within four weeks but
won't get the custom-molded
cushion until later.

Spring fire
season is here
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Solid Oak Bedroom
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Featuring oak solids
and veneers, pierced
back chairs.
Matching china
has beveled glass
doors and a
mirrored back

FREE!

During fire season our airplane
will be tlying to report any fires
burning before 4:30 p.m. Anyone
found burning illegally will be
issued a citation to appear in court.
Ron Talent, Forest Ranger in
Calloway County, is asking the
people in Calloway County to bum
only after 4:30 p.m., and even then
you should not burn if it is dry and
windy. If a fire bums out of control
after 4:30 p.m., the person responsible is liable for any damage and
could be issued a citation. All fires
should be attended until extinguished.
Let's all be careful when burning,
and help prevent forest fires!
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Free Furniture Program
Based On Possible Mgf.
Suggested Retail.
Bedding Not included in Free 4"k
Furniture Program.

Bassett, Benchcraft,
American Drew,
And Many More.

Spring fire se2son will begin on
March 1 and continue through May
15th. During this time,it is illegafto,
bum between the hours of midnight
and 4:30 in the afternoon.
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Training set
for March 8
A training session for Integrated
Pest Management will be presented
on Wednesday, March 8. The
program will be held at the University of Kentucky Research Center in
Princeton.
The training session will emphasize how to inspect a field for pests,
including weeds, insects and diseases. The , IPM program is designed to help minimize economic
damage and harmful side effects of
pesticides by knowing what pests
are present and then making appropriate decisions.
The training session will cover
corn, soybeans, alfalfa and small
grains. Registration for the session
will begin at 8:30 a.m, with th6
program starting at 9 am.(CST).
The training program is offered free
of charge by the UK Cooperative
Extension Service and everyone is
invited to attend. For more information contact Patty Lucas at the
University of Kentucky Research
Center in Princeton (502) 3657541.
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Pepsi, Diet Pepsi or Mt. Dew
2 liter

r,

12 pk. 12 oz. can
41
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Dr. Pepper or 7-Up 2 liter
Blue Bonnet

Libby's

Pink Salmon

Turner

2% Milk

ra.0

Margarine

a 88c
for

Salmon

1 lb. stick

•

Pillsbury Cake Mix

153/4 oz. can

18V2 oz. box

Domino Light Brown

Stillwell Regular

Cousin Willie

Peter Paul Mounds

Sugar

Pie Shell

Popcorn

Coconut
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WKMS seeks
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fundraiser
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Murray Cableyision today announceclihat it will take part in the
cable industry's nation-wide OnTime Guarantee program, to be
effective March 1. The initiative is
designed to promote across-theboard standards for quality and
timely customer service.
Barnette Ferguson, general manager of Murray Cablevision noted
that "the cable industry, and our
system, are committed to making
customer service and satisfaction
our number one priority. Our nest,
On-Time Guarantee program is the
firststep in what will be a strong and
ongokg commitment."
Th7 On-Time Guarantee is specific in assuring customers that
Murray Cabkvision will perform:
---* On-lime- installation appointments or the installation is free; and
* On-time service calls or the
customer receives $20.
On-time is defined as up to a four
hour block determined by the customer and cable system when scheduling appointments.
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Wonder
Country Fair

The on-air part of their almost
spring fundraiser began Saturday
morning on WKMS FM 91.3, Murray State University's listener supported public radio service. The
pledge lines opened on Music From
the Front Porch. During the show,
35 public radio Friends called in
their support.
Big band listeners made over
$600in pledges during a special Big
Band Show with Terri Bryan Sunday. A new program,Planet Waves,
encouraged many to pledge late
Sunday night during the new age
music segment of WK MS programming. The station will be taking
pledges from 6 a.m. to mignight
everyday until the goal of$42,500 is
reached.
Listeners and underwriters in the
five state area served by WKMS
provide almost 30 percent of the
station's, annual budget.
Pledge phone numbers are 7624737 for out of state listeners and I800-599-4737 toll free for long
distance calls in Kentucky. This
line is provided by Long Distance
Management in Paducah.
Throughout the fundraiser, many
volunteers help the station by making call outs to those who have
pledged before, answering pledge
phones or talking on the air about
their reasons for supporting 91.3
financially. Anyone wishing to
volunteer should contact Frank
Blodgett at 762-4743.

Assorted

Poll( Chops

$11 48
lb.

Lettuce

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rental,
• Clean, Dependable Cats
• Call Us I 0r Rates

large
head

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

.116-411

.1 •

•
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HOROSCOPES

SAVE UP TO $300 PER YEAR ON GAS

THURSDAY,MARCH 2., 1995 w
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
,cents a minute.)

•

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

TODAY'S CHILDREN will be confident and resourceful When talk&
widi plenty oflove and encouragement. Highly sensitive to criticism, these
Pisce.s may Laski:gut if they feel unfairly chastised. They take great pride in
their reliability and will never let you down! A strong likins for precision
makes these Pisces happy to do the detailed work that others findtoo exacting. A career as an engineer or architect deserves serious consideration.
Building something lasting will bring deep satisfaction.

Financing Available

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE 4i
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
N'Our creative ideas will receive
enthusiastic support. April brings
you a golden opportunity to impress
new contacts and make valuable

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Lake Region Propane Gas

friends. Outsiders have considerable
influence on your thinking. Do not
be taken in by flattery or false tales
of woe. The business outlook is
brighter than ever for, the selfemployed! Romance could slip

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday

EXERCISE

Ship Weekly

di•

Save Afoney

!WU 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753.2380

American Heart
Associations.

Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

ay. a)

il partner feels neglected. be
attentive.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: rock star Jon Bon
Jovi, actress Jennifer Jones, comedians Laraine Newman, children's
author Dr. Seuss.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): Be
alert to possible deceit on the part of
a co-worker. You might get better
financial terms if you postpone signing an agreement. A fulfilling
romantic relationship is in the offing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Get ready for-travel, adventure —
and perhaps a whole new life. Winning Over a hot business prospect
will improve the bottom line.
Romance has you looking at -the
world through rose-colored glasses.'
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): A
business or health matter may have
you on edge. Seek experts' help.
Dwelling-on slights is a waste of
time. Focus your attention elsewhere: Acting on a constructive suggestion will make you a winner!
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Do
not be swayed by the'entreaties of a
misguided loved one. Your money
can be better deployed elsewhere.
Capitalize on a good piece of news
by sharing the details with someone
in authority.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You
could be caught off-guard by a sudden financial mishap. Do not despair
if you catch some flak from partner.
Intuition will tell you the best-way
to get on someone's good side.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Business and career themes are
favorably accented today. Seize a
chance to firm up an advantageous

tmanctal arrangement. An attrat:u%,e
newcomer will be turned off reckless behavior.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Not a
good morning to rush things or take
unnecessary risks. Major decisions
should wait until afternoon. Be care- ful not to go overboard when buying
or selling.
SCORPIO (Oct. 21;Nov:-21):
Try to follow a balanced schedule,
giving equal attention to work and
rest, business and pleasure. The
early evening is made for socializing. Get together with good friends
and catch up on recent events.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): An out-of-season demand could
boost sales for a product you handle.
Rising prices put extra cash in your
pocket. Try to be philosophical
about developments you cannot control. Optimism is contagious!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Family life becomes more fulfilling. Go to work in a positive
frame of mind. Co-workers' cooperation will be easier to obtain. Larger
profits depend on your ability to
make special deals. Build savings.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Allow for the unexpected. Static
from someone in your immediate
environment could stymie a work
plan. Pursue projects you can handle
'on your own. An evening phone call
or message will buoy your spirits.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
You and your loved ones should
review any long-range financial
plans together.- Adjustments may be
necessary. Presenting a balanced
Viewpoint will win you the tespct-t
of those you need to convince.
Emphasize mutual benefits.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

factory-installed icemaker!
A $100 value

Closeout!
All 1994
refrigerators
Save
$30-$250
While quantities last
Excludes special putchase items

Wilde quantities last
Was 64999

63871
FREE delivery On washers &
dryers priced *299 and higher

Closeoutsave s40
18.2 Cu. ft.'
refrigerator
• Adjustable glass shelves
• Gallon door storage
• Twin crispers, meat drawer
• All frostless design
• Tex;died
duo+

Mail-in otter good through March 4

65612

for 6
on all
home appliances and Kenmoret- home electronics! $399 $319
i)12

Sears low pine

No payments, billing at f,noncc charge until September, 1995 on qualified purchases
of Voo or 1110re with Sears Delayed riling Option On SeorsChorge or SearsCharge
PLUS Be sure to ask tor this option Our sales associates have all the details See
important credit terms below A $400 minimum purchase is required to open a
SearsCharge PLUS account. Offer ends March 4. 1995
Appliance prices are for white Colors connectors extra Refrigerator icemaker
hookup and dishwasher installation extra Gds model dryers priced higher. 'Total
capacity. TV screen sizes measured diagonally, reception simulated

Sedteldifirpriee

tra-larcio
Extra-large
capacity washey
IN dryer
with 6 cyoles.
th 4 cycles
3 temperatures itcluding
Press
rind 2 water
-.rmcinent
,
2 temperatures.
levels

399.99

9h9 April
;herri

Save *100
30-in, electric range features
a self-cleaning automatic
oven, dial dock/timer and
solid black glass door.

Kenmore

25112

43225
(Mtr ACT

55214 (Mtr InfR327) •

24-9.99
Sears low price

Save *60
RCA VCR with remote
control and bihngual
on-screen programming

Save' 2O
Panasonic 20-in TV with
universal remote, MIS
broadcast stereo, on-screen
displays and notch filter.

Kenmore dishwasher
2-level wash dishwasher
features an energy-saving
air dry option.

through March 11
Peg 39999

Lowest price ever—
save *150
12.0 amp canister vacuum
includes a bonus PowerMate Jr. and a car/home
accessory kit (a 84 99 value)

North dealer.
Neither sidevulnerable.
NORTH
4 J 74
If A 5
•AJ1082
+ K 63
EAST
WEST
+ Q 10 9
+ A K 63
V2
J 986
* Q 95 4 3
•K 7
+10985
+742
SOUTH
4852
K Q 10 7 4 3
*6
+A QJ
kiledding:
South West
North East
Pass
1•
Pass
1V
3
Pass
1 NT
Pass
4
Opening lead — king of spades.
It is easier to sink a two-foot putt
easier to make some contracts in
bridge than others. For a hand difficult to make at the table, when the
lie of the opponents' cards at the
outset is unknown, we cite this one.
West led the K-A and another
spade. East took the queen and returned the ten of clubs. Declarer
won with the ace, led a heart to the
ace and another heart back to the
king. Westshowed outand declarer's
goose wascooked. No matter how he
continued, he had to loge a trump
trick, and he finished down one.
After examining the East-West

•

hands,it is ofcourse easy to see that
South could have made the contract
by finessing the ten of hearts on the
second trump lead. However,this is
hindsight, and can hardly be justified without taking a peek at the,.
adverse cards.Certainly,in the long
run, it would not be advisable for
declarer to finesse against the jack
with the given heart holding.
But declarer nevertheless could
and should have made the contract.
When the club ten is returned,
declarer's only real concern is the
possible loss of a trump trick. This
can occur only ifthe opposing hearts
are divided 4-1 (or 5-0). He should
therefore take whatever steps are
necessary to overcome the potential
bad break.
If West has four hearts, nothing
can be done; but if East has them,a
trump coup can be arranged. So at
trick five South leads a diamond to
the ace and ruffs a diamond.He then
with a heart to the ace,and discovers
the trump situation.
The precautions taken pay dividends. Another diamond is ruffed,
reducing declarer to the Q-10 of
hearts and Q-J of clubs, and the two
remaining clubs are cashed,ending
in dummy.
Eleven tricks have been played
to this point,and when a diamond is
next led from dummy,East,holding
the J-9 of hearts in front of South's
A-10, must succumb, and declarer
takes the last two tricks.
It pays to plan the play.

Ws Out of
this World...
&
4•11P400

dade

Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised Most larger items inventoried in warehouses Allow reasonable time for delivery.

2299.99

CRRFTSMANZ
INEEMEEMEI

Through March II_ Reg 139999

Through March 11 Reg 249999

Save -s200! 15-HP,
42-in, lawn tractor

Save *200! 18-HP,
44-in, garden

Features a Briggs & Stratton
OHV Gold engine and 6-speed
rn-line transaxle with fender
shifting. Mulch, discharge or
bag_grass clippings without
changing blade.

tractor
Features a Kohler Magnum
engine,62speed extra heavyduty transaxle and cast iron
front axle. 30-amp DieHard
battery, electric clutch and
easy-to-adjust high back seat.
Tight 30-in, turning radius.

Bagger (#24949)

229.99 extra
25772

•

and into your home.
Discover the value of Satellite Entertainment.
Most forms of home entertainment promise extraordinary television but at a
cost that sends your bills onto orbit. Satellite programming, however, gives you
entertaiiment beyond the extraordinary while keeping your budget down to earth
It's one of the most c6St-effective ways to boldly go where few humans dare to go.

ASK ABOUT
THE FULL-V1EW SYSTEM

CRAFTSMII

1 5561

38280

179.99

Speciar purchase

4.5-HP, 22-in. mower
Features a vacuum edge
deck Discharge, bag or
mulch grass clippings

79750

33830

189.99--147A:91r""
Save *10
32.8 cc, 2-cycle gas mini cultivator. 5-HP front tine tiller with
Briggs & Stratton engine and
power reverse r129.,1.,), 429.99

'See store fOr warranty details

Traitors

•

Special purchase
While Quantities as

230-pc. mechanic's
tool set
All the tools of our 203-pc.
set .plus 27 extra tools at.no
extra charge! Includes a
rliick-release ratchet

199.99

Special purchase

1.5-HIP. 12-gal.
compressor
Permqube design-never
needs\oiling.
4.0-HP, 25-gal. air compressor
re,'
,
..;•99,-299.99 epochal purehos•

require some ass r, lily Your locally owned and operated Sears Authorized Retail Dealer Store

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
items at most larger stores Outlet stores excluded Some motor opph
one's electronics available by sp•Col order of smaller stores
Reduelsoos horn regular once' unless otherwise slated Items not
described as reduced or as special purchases ore at mg once
Special purchases are not reduced ond ore limited in quantity
Price, 00 not InCluCle Clethwy unless specifted Environmental sur
charge, intro IMPOOPTAME CHOI! MALI Soles tax drawee/ Of
not included in monthly payments'town Actual rtianINy
PoWnient can vont depending or' your account balance $400 WW1
mum purencise reclined to open a iillartChdrge RUJS account
Oder% Poets/ea oral Co 1•911

Important SeartChatg• and learsChorge MIS Terms
Annual percentage rate is 21% unless you reside It store shown boo.
111% for CI ft 141. IM MA. MN NC 50,1* le WA WV WI Al. 21% to 1750 19%
on sweets AK le% to $1000 9% on mains but rote May vary on balances in
of h000 AR 9% but rote may vary CA 19 2% IA 199% KS 21% lo
51000 14 4% on oicess 141 It 204% MO 2004% NE 21% to $500 III% on
*teen NOR Ahnonum monthly (InanCe Charge at MX applies In all states
incept Al Hi 140 NE NC ND RI DC Pit This intormotion is accurate as of
2/95 but may change aft.' that dote to rind *trot may -hove changed wn••
Pa Sean lisiwomartihrig Center 2269 %image Mall Dr Montrield Ott 44906.
Regular credit terms apply aft.0% hnonce chorg• period

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart
Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY
Phone: 753-2310
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

The one that dishes up
everything.

C

BLUEGRAS

CABLE & SATELLIT
1-800-859-9768

615 S, 12th Street Suite 1Murray, KY 42071
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Driver in fiery
crash wasn't drinking
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Be caren buying

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The driver of a car in which four
students were killed during the weekend had not been drinking,
Kentucky State Poliee said.
Tests showed no alcohol in Timothy 0. Sebree's blood or urine,
said Greg Wolf, a detective at the Frankfort state police post_ Drugtest results were expected today. he said.
Sebree, 27, is in serious condition at University of Louisville
Hospital, a nursing supervisor said.
The University of Kentucky junior was the sole survivor of the
Saturday accident on Interstate 64 just west of the Waddy exit in
Shelby County.
Kevin Prenatt, 24; Jenny Stovall, 20; Kristopher Gordon, 16; and
Ross Kemper, 16, died of smoke inhalation, according to Shelby
County Coroner Tommy Sampson.
Prenatt was to graduate in May from Lexington Community College. Stovall attended UK, and Gordon and Kemper were students
at Paul Lawrence Dunbar High School.
The group was returning to Lexington from an all-night dance
party, called a rave, at the Grand theater in New Albany, Ind.
Sebree apparently fell asleep around 7 a.m., and the car hit a
guardrail. "The indications are he just fell asleep," Wolf said.
The fuel tank was punctured on the underside by a guardrail sup'port, and the car burst into flames. It is unusual, but not unheard of,
for a tank to be punctured in an accident, Wolf said.
Sebree, his clothes on fire, was the only one able to get out of
the car. He extinguished the flames by rolling on the ground.
Wolf said state police haven't found any defects in the rented
1995 Ford Taurus but probably will hire a mechanic to examine it.
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JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— The 13-year-old daughter of a
hospital clerk was arrested after
calling people who visited the
hospital's emergency room and
telling them they had the AIDS
virus, police said today.
A teen-age girl who received
one of the calls went for a gun in
an attempt to kill herself, a newspaper reported.
Tammy Lynn Esckilsen was
arrested late Monday after a
police officer tracked down her
address by using a phone number
that had come up on a victim's
Caller ID, police Sgt. Malcolm
Adams said. She was being held
in a juvenile detention center
pending a hearing Wednesday.
Adams said the girl had visited
her mother at work over the
weekend and took a list of
patients' phone numbers with her.
She told police she made the calls
as a prank, he said.
Esckilsen was charged with
three counts of making threats,
one count of assault .and one
count of aggravated assault.
Adams said he did not know what
the assault counts involved and
the State Attorney's Office did
not immediately return a phone
call seeking detail on the charges.
Hospital officials said seven
patients treated in the emergency
room over the weekend reported
that they had received prank
calls.
One patient, 16-year-old Amy
Bulmer, even had to be restrained
from trying to kill herself when
she received the phony test
results, her family told The Floricia Times-Union.
"She was hysterical. She went
after a gun and was going to end
it all," Bulmer's mother, Shirley
Veazie, said.
Relatives kept her from getting
the gun. "I wanted to kill
myself," said Bulmer, who was
also falsely notified that she was
pregnant. "My husband and Dad
calmed me down."
Jan Olson, a hospital spokeswoman, said the hospital will call
all patients treated at the
emergency room Friday through
Sunday to make sure no one else

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The whose black marchers blacken
party roared all night in the their faces to parody the other,
French Quarter for Mardi Gras mostly white krewes.
The sudden downpour at paratoday, but .Mother Nature had
other ideas and rained on the de time failed to stop Zulu, which
plowed ahead through the
parade.
Revelers used umbrellas, rain- puddled streets. But the Rex
coats, tarpaulins and sheets of group held back, hoping for a
plastic against a persistent drizzle break, and had still not started
that widened into a downpour as more than an hour after starting
the parades were set to begin. time.
"We just slipped on garbage
One bedraggled wit begged
bags to stay dry," said Cindi with a cup, crying, "Rain for the
Miller of suburban Kenner. She needy, rain for the dry in
arrived on the main parade route Africa."
of St. Charles Avenue at 4 a.m.,
The party will rage steadily
only to find it already packed until midnight, when police and
with parade-goers.
garbage trucks sweep the sidew"I guess we're the Krewe of alks clear to signal the end of
Trash," she said. "By dark, Mardi Gras. The Fat Tuesday
some of these people will have celebration falls each year on the
that title in more ways than one." day
before Ash Wednesday and
Beer and wine flowed for
the 40 days of Lenten sobriety in
breakfast as Pete Fountain, the this heavily Roman Catholic
city.
jazz clarinetist, lurched onto the
All commerce grinds to a halt.
parade route with his Half-Fast It's a statewide
holiday. Banks,
Marching Club. He traditionally doctors; offices,
schools and
heads toward the French Quarter most businesses are closed.
No
URA%le PA2K2,4
in advance of the big parades of mail
is delivered. Only those
------Rex-T--king of carnivaf,---and- Zulw. -FivolverFin
the tiiiist riticaV
trades show up for work.
"We hit town Friday night and
haven't stopped since," said Curt
Duplessis, 22, from Houston.
"It's like a fever and you can't
quit until it burns out."
The earliest fossil egg known
The crowds have been bigger came from rocks in Texas that are
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
this year than any time in mem- probably 270 million years old.
man who had moved to Lexing- ory,
swollen by 300,000 tourists.
ton from Somerset in recent
months was fatally shot after he
got lost on the way to a party and
•stopped to ask directions, authorities said. David Arthur, 24, was host to
P
O
4.01,Z-J))
guests from Somerset and the
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR
group had eaten dinner and
TIRES.
WO
planned to go to a party near the
University of Kentucky campus
XH4? Designed to provide extra long mileage
Saturday night.
in all weather conditions. The last set of tires
Arthur was shot when the
group got lost just east of downyou may buy this century.
town and stopped to ask direc• Excellent all-season grip over the life of the tread
tions. Three young men
• Long, even treadwear backed by on 80,000
approached the car and one
Mile Treodwear Limited Warranty'
pulled out a small pistol and
• Smooth, quiet ride
II
demanded money, police said.
As the occupants of the car
CALL US FOR PRICES!
tried to drive away to avoid the
•Soo to la doe.
robbery, the gunman fired at least
one shot through the open passenger window, striking Arthur in
the body, police said. Arthur died
Sunday at the University of Kentucky Hospital.
215/70R14 BW
Police described the gunman as
$69.00
an 18- to 21-year-old black man,
215/75R14 BW
$61.00
5 feet 10 to 6 feet tall with a
235/70R15 ORWL $88.00
slender to medium build and very
short hair. He was wearing a mar205/70R15 WW
$94.00
oon long-sleeved crew -neck shirt
215/75R15 BW
$
like a sweatshirt turned inside
out.
The shooting was the second
such crime to occur in the same
area in the last five months.
David C. Robinson, 19, of LexThe durabie, original equipment inspired,
ington, was shot while trying to
all- season light truck radial which
avoid a robbery on Sept. 17.
provides smooth even wear especially
Shayne Diego Lewis, 18, is in the
In demanding commercial use
Fayette County Detention Center
t
awaiting trial April 24 on a murLT215/85R16
8 Ply
der charge.

ire.a
*.t
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Teen arrested for
HIV-positive calls
received false information. She
said the girl's mother, a clerk at
the hospital, could face dismissal
for divulging confidential information to her daughter.
The hospital doesn't conduct
HIV tests in its emergency
department and doesn't give out
lab results over the telephone, she
said.
Bulmer went to the emergency
room Saturday with a bladder
infection. While she was there,
she received a Pap smear and a
pregnancy test.
On Sunday, a young woman
called Veazie's unlisted phone
number, saying she was trying to
reach Bulmer. According to
Veazie, the caller said, "Amy's
lab work is back, and I need to
let you know that she's HIVpositive. And she's also pregnant.
You knew that, didn't you?"
After calling the hospital lab,
however, the family learned Bulmer was not pregnant and had not
been tested for HIV, the virus
that causes AIDS.

Every
Thursday
Evening
From 4:00 to 8:00

Enjoy

a unique dining experience
every Thursday night by lamplight
while savoring one of our choice ribeye steaks, prime rib or grilled
chicken — made to order,cooked just
the way you like it!

.putch

Open
Tues.-Sat.
11-2 and 4-8
Serving Cafeteria Style

es5enbau5
Ser...tr.g Cafeteria Style

Call•In Orders
753-2348
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.l

The Courier-Journal and
your hometown newspaper.
Perfect go-togethers.
Right here, in the pages of this paper, is a good look at
what's going"o—da—
ose by. And wee-n you add a mail,subscription
to The Courier-Joumal,you have an even wider view of things.
Every day, you'll get state and regional news from ten exclusive
C-J news bureaus throughout Kentucky and Indiana.
And you'll get in-depth coverage of events from around
the nation and the world.

The Courier-Journal Bargain Offer
It's a great deal on same-day mail delivery of the daily Courier-Journal Monday through
Saturday. Please call 1-800-866-2211 for more information without obligation.
The money-saving Bargain Offer price is available through-March 4,1995, and
is not accepted where carrier delivery is availalble.
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payoff even
politicians
can accept.
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QUICK SAVINGS REBATE
NE_

SPECIAL BUYS!

XW4e
XVV4e
XWile
XZ4®
XW4®

$100
HOME OWNER
• l'••-•••-11-'"<j-'"
,
"rof

COWIN.

70.00

LTX® A/S

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
*Income Tax Preparation
*Bookkeeping
'Payroll

LT225/75R16
LT235/85R16
LT245/75R16

8 Ply
10 Ply
10 Ply

$111.00
$113.00
$122.00
$121.00

Rt. 7 Box 16 Sedalia Y
Mayfield KY 42066

753-4347

$8

302 A North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

247-5866

!NI
=Nam.
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,
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Offer good on ututa purr hosed Merril 1 thru May 31st.
pahlectrte Offer rot eosulsble to budder* or rentnartors

11100 on XL tiso

Castleman Tire & Repair Inc.

•

.ITE

When you buy a dependable Trane XL 1100 package gas-electric, you'll get
$100 cash back — right on the spot. You'll also get
the quiet, comfortable economy you can only get
from Trane. So your home will be comfortable and
you'll get $100 to spend any way you want. That's
an offer that's bound to get a high approval
rating. Call your participating
Trane dealer today.
INANE
It's Hard To Stop A Trane.

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St.

753-8181

Murray
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1995

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIRED AD RATES
12liPtsrt Ask
ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

Reader Ad8
254 per word, 66.00 minimum
1st day fre per wore! per day tot
each midland consecutive
day. II 76 eidail for Shopper
flues. Ciassiaede go Into Shopping Guido.) $200 extra for
bind boa ads

Lepoi Notice
Notice
Personals
Cara of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET

190
370
390
400
550

yard Sale 47.5D Prepag
A$2.00leo oil be required lo ms
any Gloves to ad allot deadline

Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

060
070
090
130
10

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Dorneritic & Cnroc are
Situation Wonted
Business OpporturlifY
Instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Pent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
Business Rentals
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
370
330
Rooms For Pent
340
Houses For Pent
360
For Pent or Lease

SERVICES

oao

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Hearing & Cooing
Services Offerea

230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION
470 •
480
4&5
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Yons
Used Trucks
Campers
Bogts & Motors

120
130
140
150
1S5
160
105
170
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Tracts
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewng Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscat
Miscelioneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

CALLER ID's 753-5865.

CLERK- needed to work EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
10am- 5pm Mon-Sat in an STUFFING ENVELOPES
FOR Stanley home product, see or call Winnie antique mall in Hazel Must AT HOME START NOW
be neat and able to work NO EXPERIENCE FREE
Love, 222 S 11th St
well with public Send re- SUPPLIES, INFORMA753-2342
sume to Antique Mall, PO TION, NO OBLIGATION
HOUSE of Clothes Con- Box 196, Hazel Ky. 42049 SEND SASE TO STERsignment clothing, some
LING DEPT 33, PO BOX
name brand clothes, jeans, DO you need a GED? Do 149167, ORLANDO, FL
sweaters, sweatshirts, you need hope for the fu- 32814
dresses, skirts, $1.00, ture and help to get a solid
dress suits $5.00. Open career? We have 22 JOB FITTS Block & Ready Mix
Saturday -Sunday 9am openings for people 16 thru Co is now taking applica-5pm. 13 miles from Murray 21 that are not full time high tions for mixer truck drivers
on Hwy 464W, Kirksey, Ky. school students. Call Do not apply in person
Or call for directions. 753-9378 Five days a week Send resume to PO Box
816, Murray, Ky 42071
between 8.00am-3.00pm
489-2243.
This project is funded by
LE us sell your antiques, the Job Training Partner- IMMEDIATE opening for
office manager. Position
collectables, and uniques
ship Act through the KenRent a whole set of shelves tucky'Department for Em- will require coordination of
office for growing consultat Charlies Antique Mall
ployment Services and the
ing
firm If you like to be
Located downtown Hazel
West Kentucky Private Ininvolved, this is a position
(502)492-8175
dustry Council. This is an
for you Wordperfect,
MEET nice singles Down Equal Opportunity prog- phone and writing skills re
ram.
Auxiliary
aids
and
serHome Introductions
vices are available upon quired. EOE. Call SETI at
615-235-5000
request to individuals with 502-753-6529.
OPEls) Pizza Magic Aurora. disabilities.
Open 5pm. Closed
NO experience, $500 to
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads, KNOTH S BBO is now tak- $900 weekly/ potential prohot sandwiches, gyros & ing applications Apply in cessing mortgage refunds
bread sticks. Dine-in or person on March 1st & 2nd Own hours (714)502-1520
carry out 474-8119 or between 12 3pm
Ext. 1209 (24 hours)
1-800-649-3804.

"r Fish Day
Its Time For Stocking
CHANNEL CATFISH, HYBRID BLUE GILL. Fathead
minnows, Large Youth Bass,
Black Crappie arid, TRIPLOID Grass Carp to, Pond
Weed Control). The Hyond
Blue Gill will reach a weight ot
2 to 2'r> pounds.
Delivery Will Be:
Monceay, March 13
Al The Following Locarbn:
Southern Statas Co-Op
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423
Timis: 3:30-4:30 p.m.
S.err Ca' Lris of Pot
Ec.17
,
,
11 , Aso* Ca '12./ Lou
Stasi:
Y3J OW' 7 Cal
Toll Free 1-900-64343439

Monthly income
available I
100% reinsured
100% investment
grade assetsl
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

Fish Wagon
7677 Hwy. 163
Harnsburg, Arkansas 72432
©1986

FAST REFUNDS
IRS ELECTRONIC FILING - $25.00
TAX SERVICE
5:00 TO 9:00 P.M.
KATHY LEE

PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-335-3004 $1 00 per
minute

502-474-2796
WE oFFEE

•Nxkroldriascpb.

ITAX FILING

Plmper Yourself From Head To Toe!

LOST: 4mo old Rottweiler
in the Pleasant Grove Rd
area. Reward. Call
492-8509 after 3pm.

4 Layer Facial w/Alpha I lvdroxy Mask
— Proven To Show Visibly Results Instantly!(Includes eyebrow arch & mini manicure)

LOST puppy- brown color
Chow mix, 12wirs old Lost
from N Broach area Call
759-4425 or 759-9085

( Brighten Your Day With
$25.00 Highlight

$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home, free
detail Send SASE, Victor
Dist. Dept 0, Box 548, Wichita, KA 67201-0548.
ACCOUNT Representative. National agricultural
publication has an opening
for a full time, experienced
self- motivated salesperson. Salary, commission,
travel. Send resume and
references to LaRosa, PO
Box 323, Perryville, Mo
63775.

Almo Food Mart
Hwy. 1824
Monday-Friday 6:00-6:00, Saturday 6:60-5:00
Now Open Sunday 7:00-5:00
•Ice -Gas 'Hot Coffee •Grocery Items •Pepsi
Fountain Drinks 'Deli Sandwiches -Deli Meats
-Hot Dogs .Chili •Chili Dogs •Polish Sausage
-Fresh Ground Beef •Ledger & Times
'Sunday Paducah Sun

A highly self motivated individual with great interpersonal skills for advertising
sales. Job responsibilities
include outside sales, customer service, maintain established accounts and
open new revenue accounts Must be a responsible and enthusiatic individual Must own vehicle and
a valid drivers license Salary plus commission Send
resume to PO Box 1040J,
Murray, Ky 42071

Proprieteir - Brenda Crawford
Weekly Specials
Arriving For Spring Planting
Garden Seeds, Bedding Plants, Shrubs & Trees

Hodge and Noel
"The Income Tar Professionals"

INDIVIDUAL• BUSINESS•FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
1.41. OffER

ASSISTANT Golf Course
Superintendent, Miller
Memorial Golf Course
Position to begin March
1995 Qualifications High
school dipolma or equivalent with a minium of four
years of golf course mainte
mance or related experience required Must have
knowledge of bentgrass,
bermuda, and other turf
grasses Must possess
supervisory skills and be
familiar with the operation
arid maintence of all types
of equipment used on a golf
course Responsibilities
Management of golf maintence and surrounding
area, landscaping, struCX1tures, equipment. and per
sonnet Must have or will be
required to obtain oertificabon to spray pesticides on a
golf course. To Apply. Sub
mit a letter of applicAtion,
resume, and a list of three
references to Human Resources, Murray State University, P 0 Box 9. Murray,
Ky 42071 0009 Murray
State is an equal education
arid employment opportun
ity, M/F/D, AA employer

TRONIC
FILING

fAf
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

Millions of People Don't
Have Group Insurance.
Are You One of Them?
If youpay for your own health insurance, you need
a group health plan that rises above others

Plan
100
.%sk for
quote

a

•100% payment for covered expenses after
the iir4Juctslots,-..,
•Metimum 2 deductibles per faintly per year
42 million lifetime maximum
'Initial 12 month rate guarantee
For costs, benefits, exclusions limitations and renewal terms contacL

Bennet* Insurance Services • 759-1880
Purdom, Thurman & McNutt • 753-4451
Jerry Bolls Insurance • 753-8377
Fain Insurance • 753-0632
Lou V. McGary • 753-7890
Ross Insurance • 753-0489
Insurance Center of Murray • 753-8355
Nanney Insurance • 753-4937
John W. Randolph • 759-1610

mry Form

763-0113

Dixieland Center

C-00113 &

RELAX!
MASSAGE TO YOU
DF1VE ESTES, lliAT
MY STUDIO OR YOUR HOME - EVERYDAY 10R-10P
"* Glft Certificates Available **

753-3801

*** VOICE MAIL ***
PERSONAL OR BUSINESS SERVICE
•No Expensive Equipment To Buy
•Private Access •24 Hour Avallabilty
•Eliminates Telephone Tag
•Call Forwarding•Beeper Papas
•No Contrary Tapes or Machines To Mesa With!
•No Limit on Number Of Messages Received
•Ask About Special Discounts

Call Select Services at 753-0498

C & C
Nursery
Spring is right around the corner.
This is a good month to:

landscape
• Fertilize & seed lawn
• Mulching and mulch delivery
• General clean-up

• Trim &

753-2993
Healthcare Management
Position
Manager of a multi-site clinic network.
Duties include supervision and coordination of
billing, collection, audits, system controls, clinic
and physician marketing, staff supervision,
physician relations, development of growth
strategies, budget management, employee training, and general operations supervision.
Prefer applicant with 3-5 years management
experience in a healthcare environment. Must
possess good communication skills. References
required. Salary negotiable.
Excellent benefits including 401k, cafeteria,
retirement and profit-sharing plan.
Send confidential resumes to

FABRIC cutter for clothing
Ilhe Must have knowledge
of sewing 401irs a week
Call for appointment
753 3753

GOLDEN RULE°
Golden Rule Insurance Company
6915-4114

car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

Tired? Sore Muscles? Stressed Out?

nge ',ReneIt

a.

clarion"

Tapes

A)

Reduce tension & Str4.,, 1\ fill ii paraffin pedicure,
t including herbal-eas:e ifi aromatherapy - $22.00
$20.00
.
Full Set Acrylic Nall-.
t-C 753-1137 759-1874
,. Fri
Hair
Nails
l''\
1
tit
Broad
60472
.

!

/ ALPINE

C.006.4

Murray Ledger 8 Times
P.O. Box 1040P
Murray, Ky. 42071

NEED a person to do light
maintence & janatorial
work Must be able to work
late Saturday night or early
Sunday morning, 15-20
hours available Apply in
person at Chen Theatres
ME, 9-12pm
GED HOLDERS!
Cash in on your achievement.The Kentucky National Guard can train you
in an exciting new skill
and pay you more than
S800 a month to learn.
Call
.,Eddie Dillon
502-753-8210
or
1-800-372-7601.
NOW accepting applications for servers and
kitchen help Experience
preferred. Apply in person
at Chritophers Steak
House & Smorgasboard.
719 S. 12th Street.
NOW taking applications
for full time service station
attendant Must be able to
do minor car repair. Apply
at 641 Shell.
PART and full time jobs
now available at Subway
Sandwiches. Please apply
at Subway 508 N. 12th St.,
Murray.

Mobile Monies For Sole
For Sole or Lease
•
Home Loons
Peal Estate
lake Property
Lots For Sale
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

USA 76 Mart now accept
ing application', must be
honest & dependable
753 7333

Part & Full Time
Dell Help
Apply In person.
Owen's
Food Market

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-frf. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

.„

Public Sole
For Traci°
Free Column
Wanted

• Doodlineos or. 2 days
In advance!

'no

100

SALES Tech needed West
Central Kentucky work
area Above average cornmision, group insurance,
fast track to management
1-800-774-7066
SUMMER Employment-Teachers for science,
math, English, social studies, foreign lanuage. Bachelor's degree in education, valid high school 9-12
teaching certification, and
experience working with
disadvataged students preferred. Send letter of application, resume and names
and phone numbers of at
least two references to Upward Bound, Murray State
University, P.O. Box 9,
Murray, Ky. 42071 by
March 24. MSU does not
dicriminate on the basis of
race, color, nationality, origin, sex or handicap. Employment dependent upon
grant funding.
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe
Paris, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am.
WILDLIFE/ Conservation
Jobs. Game wardens, security, maintence, etc. No
exp. necessary. Now hiring. For info call
(219)794-0010 ext. 7159
8am- tOpm. 7 days

070
PART-TIME sales person
Domestic
needed Also part-time
di Childcare
darkroom- person needed,
experience necessary.----7CLEANING houses is My
business. Reliable and exOakwood
Studio.
perienced, references Call
753-7050.
Linda 759-9553.
Painters must have 2yrs
HOUSE
cleaning: will do an
experience or more.
Steady work, apply at excellent and thorough job.
Black's Decorating Center, Supplies furnished, refer701 S. 4th, Murray, Ky or ences available. Call
Wanda 435-4640
call 502-753-0839.
THE Joint Apprenticeship
and Training Committee for
the Electrical Industry will
accept applications for apprenticeship beginning
March 20, 1995 through
March 31, 1995 from Sam
until 4pm. Monday through
Friday at the I B.E.W. Local
816 Union Hall, 4515
Clarks River Rd, Paducah,
Kentucky. High school transcript and aptitude test results must be turned in by
April 30, 1995 for applicants to be considered for
this years class_ All applicants must fully meet the
following minium qualifications to qualify for an interview: 1- Age, must be at
least 18 years of age 2Education, High school
graduate with one years
passing grades in Algebra
Transcript required directly
from high school within 30
days of application 3- Aptitude test. S72R-77 taken at
any State Employment office. Test results will be
reviewed by the committee
4- Physical condition, All
selected applicants will be
given required to take a
physical examination. A
drug screen test by also be
required as part of this
physical exam Each applicant who meet all basic
requirements will be interviewed by the committee
The interveiwers will consider rebablity, interest, attitude, judgement,
cooperativeness, as well as
other personal traits All
applicants will be received
without regard to race,
color, religion, national origin or sex Each applicant
must meet all basic requiremoots to be eligible for an
interview Appretices will
be selected in order of their
ranking resulting from rating by intervenvers

Advertisers are requested to
check the _Bat Insertion of
their ode tor any KM.Murray
Ledger & Tknas will be responsible los only one Incorrect insedion. Any error
should be repoded imrnediGlory so corrections can be
mode,

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Help
Wanted

• Help
Wanted

Notice

6,DiUSTMENT5

MasterCard

060

060

Guaranteed 5 years

Li

mAr:LZgE cALL 753-1916

Cohann inch
AM Discoed led Bun.
Daman. Sad Sun.
(AN 3MI WEIkw Ma 4 Dal Poem)
$1.76 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday Mopping Guide)

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

"INEMMI

WILL clean homes or offices. Reliable with references. 759-1264.

Business
Opportunity

Business
°Mot/LIMY

FOR sale 2,000 sq ft.
shop gas heat, office, bath,
drain, 3 phase current,
10hp compressor, on %
acre lot, 1 mile south of
Murray. 753-0062.

WE seek entrepreneurs
who want to exit the rat
race Call taday 753-2284
Box 214

Have Mop

Will Travel

Churches

Residential

Carpet
Upholstry
Bonded
Owner ).
Beverly De Vries

Commercial
General
Cleaning
Offices
Stripping
Waxing
Etc.

502-436-2663

The Total Cleaning Service
Human Resources Director
Henry County Medical Center has an immediate
opening for a Human Resources Director. Qualified
candidates must have a Bachelors degree in Human
Resources or related field, (Masters degree plus),
with minimum of 5 years of experience as a HR
Director,,preferably in a healthcare setting Must be
familiar With all aspects of Human Resources. With
over 600 employees, HCMC is one of the area's
major employers. Our integrated healthcare organization includes a 142-bed Hospital, a 174-bed
Nursing Home, a Home Health & Hospice service
and an Emergency Medical Service._
_
- Located nearKehttioky Lake, the world's largest
man-made !alai, the area ii.safe family-oriented
community that offers some of the bestfishing, water
sports, hunting and camping in Tennessee. We offer
a competitive salary and an excellent benefits
package, including a flexible benefits plan. If you
would like to join a growth-oriented, progresive
community Medical Center, please send or fax your
resume to

Thomas H. Gee, Administrator
COUNTY
HC HENRY
MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

CLASSIFIED

(901) 644-8536; Fax:(901) 642-9588

Fisher-Price°
In response to -existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions on
the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 am.-I p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for 8
and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a top
pay rate of $8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers, please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer-WE/13N

1r NURSING OPPORTUNITIES ir
Henry County Medical Center, comprised of a I42-bed hospital, a 174-bed
nursing home,and a home health and hospice service, invites you to join a team
of professionals who are committed to providing high-quality healthcare. We
are seeking nurses for our dynamic, growth-oriented hospital. With state-ofthe-art technology, we are able to offer a challenging work environment that
will allow you to realize your potential. We have the following openings:
Critical Care Unit: RN/LPN, 7P to 7A shift
Med/Surg/Peds: RN's, all shifts, full time
LPN, 7A to 3P
Nurse Manager: Psychiatric Unit RN management experience
required.
Psychiatric Units: RN, 7P to 7A
LPN, 7P to 7A
OB/Nursery: RN, 7P to 7A
Staff Development: RN,teaching experience preferred; excellent communication skills; self-starter; M-F, days.
We offer competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits package
For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901) 644-8257
•
or apply in person at:

HIC HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER

TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

4
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MURRAY LEDGER I TIMES

Artk*se
For lab

Inatnxtion

List &act Lessons
Beginner
Advanced
New _Session
Beginning
Soon!!

IMO

TI

ieurS

rat
2284

A beautiful
red short

hand beaded
sleeve prom
dress with silver sequence
accents and matching
shoes & earrings Price negotiade For more information Geri 7535798 it not
tnere, please, leave

SUNTAN beds. new &
used. buy, sell or trade
Parts & service on all beds
We have lamps & looms in
stock Call SOnny Hooks
502-753-9274
or
1-800-540-9790

message

Uqlijflucliling

Locations Coast to Coast

P-IALEY'S AUTO SALES
BARNS for rent: A.G. burey, dark fried. 753-1300
gam-6pm or 489-2116
7pm-10pm.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

be
ith
a's

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Heavy
Equipment

fli-

a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for Sloe a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.
55

>, •

•

Sports
Equipment

p.

It

1983 14x70 2tx 2 bath
with porch. service pole &
unclerpinnirg 759-441..

ROOMS foefrent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share luichen Irving room
bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9698

HAZEL Apartments Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped. or (*vistaed Rent
based an income Ewa
Housing Oppqrtunity
527-8574 or 492-8721

1993 FRANKLIN 16080
mobile home 1180 sq It..
31ix 2 full baths, centra/ hie,
stove refrigerator, dishwasher, 6x8 wood deck,
WO shed 7589459

2BR 1 bath appliances
furnished, gas heat, carport $4251mo 1 month deposit. lyr lease, no pets
753-2905 or 753-7536

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
lend Westly Village lbr
apartment utilities in
WILL sell for pay oft 1993
ckided rent based on vi
Gateway 16x80 3br 2 bath,
come 551 older, handicap
meter pole 502-328-8365 2BR 2 bath duplex, ap- & disabled Equal Housing
phances furnished, w/d Opportunity
hook-up, central Wit, 502354-8888
280
$475/mo, 1 month deposit,
Mobile
MUR-CAL Apartments now
year lease, no pets
Homes For Rant
accepting applications for
753-2005 or 753-7536
2BR mobile home, C hie,
1 2 and 3br apartments
water furnished $275/no 2BR apartment for rent No Phone 759 4984 Equal
Coleman RE, 753-9898 , pets Near campus
Housing Opportunity
753-5980
2BR trailer, no pets
MURRAY Manor Apart2BR duplex in Northwood. ments now accepting appli753-9866.
efficient,
central
energy
cations for 1-2br apart38R double wide in Hazel, h/a, appliances furnished, ments Apply in person
$250/mo plus deposit. no pets, lease & deposit
1:30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
435-4207.
required 753-7185
1409 Duigiud Dr.
SHADY Oaks- 2 or 3d,
NEW lbr dose to campus,
electric or gas. Walking disw/d hook-up Please call
TOWNHOUSE
tance to college. 753-5209.
753-0472.

FOR RENT

28s
Skittle
Horns Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village, water furnished, $80/mo. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
NEW park newer model
homes only. Concrete
drives & Walks_ Trash pickup & city water. $100/mo.
492-8488.
300
Business
Rentals

in Cambridge Subdivision. 2 Bd., 1 1/2
bath, family room,
large kitchen, great
storage, ref rig. w/
icemaker, stove,
disposal,
microwave, dishwasher,
washer & dryer. No
pets. $450/mo. plus
deposit.
753-7435 days
753-3966
after 5 p.m.

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse. $95/mo including all utilities. 753-1266.

2BR duplex, 411 N. 5th,
265 plus deposit.
492-8225.

RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612.

2BR duplex with central
Mk outlets for w/d, carport,
no pets. 753-9741.

SOUTH 641 Security Mini
Storage rentals. Reasonable rate. Call Billy Forres
502-492-8508 or Lee
Starks 502-492-8238
320

1,2,3B0 apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
75 3- 1 25 2
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR 2 blocks from MSU.
$160/mo plus deposit, references required.
759-3050 after business
hours.

NEW 2br, 2 bath duplex.
Gas heat. Deposit required.
$450/month 753-1623
nights.
NEW 2br duplex. Washer,
dryer, appliances furnished, gas heat. $425/mo.
1mo security deposit required. Call 436-5725 or
435-4480 after 5.
NEW 4br, 2'4 bath executive duplex in Falbrook. All
appliances furnished, including w/d & microwave.
Garage, yard maintance included. 1 year lease. No
pets. 753-4937 days,
436-2741 nights.
NICE 2br duplex, close to
university, $275/mo plus
deposit 435-4114 after
5pm.

NOW taking applications
2BR duplex, tlag Pogue, for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
$280/mo. 753-381 5.
Southside Manor, 906
2BR duplex off 94E, Broad St Extended, be$300/mo,-deposit, no pets, tween 8am-12noon No
energy efficient. 753-8848 phone calks please Equal
before 9pm.
Housing Opportunity.
2BR Embassy Apartments, OAKHILL Dr large duplex,
central gas heat, available 2br, appliances furnished,
now. $300/mo. Coleman drapes, storage shed, no
RE, 753-9898.
pets,$330/mo plus deposit
2BR upstairs apt. No pets,
refrigerator, stove furnished.. 4 miles out 121 S.
$285/mo plus deposit.
489-2296.

6 YEAR old podding 0
horse, gentle 753-6675 at
ter Spin
SYR old Appaloosa geld
wig. excellent trail horse
Will sell or trade tar smaller
children s hors* 753-0266
380

P.m
Supplies
AKC Shafts DOB 1 295
Sable & white male $200
753-7264 leave message
COCKER Spaniel puppies
for sale two butt/white 4
black/white 759 9320
HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
.110

safe

INSIDE SALE
March 2, 3 & 4
Ladies clothes, suits,
dresses,
blouses,
slacks,
sweaters,
purses, shoes, lots of
jewelry, some furniture, crafts, etc.
For directions, call
753-1428
no
Real
Estate
ANDREW Farris Estate development property
759-9247
FOR your Real Estate
needs, including Auction,
see Wilson Realty on 121
South or call 753-5086
HALEY Appraisal Service,
call
Bob
Haley
502-489-2266.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

753-2155.
PRIVATE 2br apartment
with 1 car garage, utilities
included. Grey's Properties. 759-2001.

2BR, very nice, central h/a,
SUPER nice 1br apartment
appliances & lawn mainteat Farmington Square. 11
nance furnished. Coleman
miles from Murray. All apRE. 753-9898.
pliances furnished.
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities, $320/mo includes water &
r155117"iodir-piCk-tip, -Deposit-5
With- Ititri1007$
lease required. No pets
753-3293 after 60n.
345-2748 or 762-4483
ALMOST new luxury 2br
apartment. 2 car garage,
33n
outside storage, apRooms
pliances furnished, no pets,
For Rent
lease and deposit required
Call 753-7185
UTILITIES furnished 1
from university,
EXTRA nice 2br duplex block
$150/mo. 759-1894.
with carport, gas heat, appliances, no pets, deposit &
lease. 1817 Ridgewood
$425. 753-7457.

GUNS: buy, sell or trade.
436-5650.

SUPER
CARPET & AREA
RUG SALE

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

EXTRA HEAVY 64 OZ. CARPET
$995
psy
Compare to '18x • Beige

M116

Every Tuesday Night

at 7:00

(Doors open at 6.00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

mile

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

FIREWOOD $30/ delivered, $25/ u -haul
436-2778 or 435-4490

•8

Sc

FOR RENT 1BR iow ubli
ass, no pets reference &
deposit required $185imo
753 3649

Lao
Property

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

FULL ricks of seasoned
wood, $30 delivered
436-2458

Hwy. 641 liOrth • Murray, KY 42071

Special Purchase, 1st Quality Trackless
One Color - Called Quartz
Taupe/Beige Color
Limited Offer • 100 yds. & up

220

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

MONSANTO STAIN BLOCKER

$798
PsY
•
Musical

ft

502-759-1333

CONSOLE piano. Wurlitrer
with Ebony finish, great
condition, $1000 Cat after
5pm 474-2111.

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

PIANO for sale: Wanted,
responsible party to take on
small monthly payments on
console piano. See locally.
Call 800-635-7611_

TURNING AGE 65?
240

PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65V2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ ratedcompanies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We May be able to Save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

klecallantous
COOKWARE- gorgeous
new 18pc surgical stainless steel waterless set!
Warranty, Bakeware! Retail or dinner $1195, now
$369 1-800-852-3765
SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN
CARE ends slow drams
Removes years of build-up
in pipes and it's safe to use
Money back GUARANTEED! Available at Murray
True Value Hardware &
Auto Hardware Northside
shopping contet,

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Add '1" yd. for under 100 yds.

AUTO/BOAT
CARPET
P oa

from .7-#.7

psy

OUTDOOR
GRASS
Starts at $249 psy

BEST SELECTION & PRICE ON
COMMERCIAL CARPET.
HUGE SELECTION!
LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE ON
BOUND/FRINGED AREA RUGS
2,500 Pieces
$29"
6X9 Berber Bound & Fringed
16.
4X6 Berber Bound & Fringed
--- Segs
3X5 Berber Bound & Fringed
Also Hand Made i Orlantal on Saks
LknItod Time
QUALITY PRODUCTS AND
ALWAYS THE BEST VALUES!

...,901-498-8161

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll tree:
1400-455-4199

1973 12x64 TOWNHOUSE, 3br 1 bath with
whirlpool tub, spacious Irving & kitchen, must sell
$.4800 obo 753 4938

•

pet
Ce

2BR 1 bath, with shower,
gas heat, carport, great in
town location, lmo deposit,
$400/mo, no pets.
753-7920.
2BR central gas heat, window unit a/c, washer/dryer
hook-up, appliances funished. 753-8750 leave
message.

U

Otal A

FOR Investors,21112sq ft
new duplex, FaN Brook
Sub Rental income
$1100irno, Price $123,000
492-8516 or 762-7221
NEW '30. 2 bath, WiP tub,
oak cabinets, 1200sq ft Irving, garage Priced upper
$60's. 1405 N 16Ih Call
489-2722
NEW 3br homes, 3 to
choose from. Located in
subdivisions 1 mile from
university Al under ground
utilities, gas, central a/h
Built in kitchens, electric
garage door opener Financing available for qualified buyers- up to 95%,
priced 70's & 80's. Call
753-3672 after 5pm
NEW affordable homes,
2-3d in city. Starts at mid
50's, financing available,
payments less than rent.
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444
NEW home, Coles Campground Rd 3br 2 bath, central gas electric, 1900sq ft
living area on 1 22 acres,
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444
READY FOR ADOPTION.
The owner has left this 3br
2 bath, ranch with cathedral
ceiling, open floor plan,
custom kitchen, central air,
2 car garage, large lot with
its own nature trail and
camp site and landscaped
to have flowers from spring
to fall. Located in the North
school district and priced at
only $77,500. Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
MLS 03000208.
a70

Umarcycles
1991 GOLDWING SE
1500, well maintained and
garaged. New tires and battery. Serviced and ready to
ride. Matching savage
trailer with built in cooler.
Extra chrome and custom
pinstriping, $11,900.
(502)759-2473.

3BR 2 bath washer & dryer,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, vaulted ceiling,
large yard with fenced area
in Kirksey. $495/mo plus
deposit & references required. No pets.
901-756-2705 after
6:30pm.

1972 MUSTANG Mach 1.
302 angina, very good condi ti on . $3,900 obo
759-1894
1964 BLACK Olds Calms
well cared for, $2,000, fern
one owner 436-2778
1964 CUTLASS 759-4782
cloys 489-2255 night
1967 MINI van, 124/moth
Voyager.$2,500 1980 Ns
min 310 spores. $1,200
753-9181
1988 CHEV Beretta, gray
with burgarxly interior, pw,
pl, tilt, cruise, 85,XXX
miles, $3,700 Day
753-7422 Kim, night
527-5294
1989 TAURUS LX, 87,XXX
miles, $4,500 759-1818
1990 CADILLAC Devil°,
excellent condition Also.
1993 Chevrolet S-10 pickup, 5- speed, a/c, in excellent condition 753-0789
1990 TOYOTA CAMRY
DX, 4dr 759-9744
1991 MAZDA 626 DX,
44,XXX miles, loaded, sunroof. 753-15728am-4prn or
759-1910 6pm-9pm
1993 PONTIAC Grand Am.
V-6, red, 32,XXX miles
$9,800 435-4041 after
5PrT1
MECHANIC special- 1984
Ford cargo van, 1985 Ford
cargo van, 1985 Ford cargo
van, 1986 Ford aerostar
cargo minivan
Call
759-3020 or 753-7617
must sell all or one

1971 GMC truck, 350 automatic factory air
489-2740
1973 FORD % ton camper
special. 360, at, pa, pb, air,
dual tanks, 92,XXX miles
Runs & pulls good, 14'
Wrangler bumper stock
trailer. Excellent condition
$3500 for both firm
489-2880 ask for Jeremy
after 6pm.
1978 FORD F100 pickup
$2500. 1984 Ford LTD wagon $1,100 good running
condition. 474-8222.

1993 YAMAHA joglirlistic
spec. CY50EL, like new,
742 miles, blue and silver.
753-4801.

OUTSTANDING waterfront
residence with beautiful
lake veiw, boat dock, large
great room, 2 fireplaces,
spaciodS master suite, 3
decks, designer decor &
mush more Located in a
prime waterfront area dose
to Murray. Make your
dream a reality! Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222. MLS *3000229.

Lots
For UM

1987 MAZDA 5 speed,cassette, a/c, high miles, runs
good, good tires, $2,750
obo. 753-5816 after 5pm.
1988 FORD full size
Bronco XLT, excellent condition inside and out, runs
good and has good tires,
85,XXX miles. 753-0305 after 5:30pm.

1989 Cadillac Brougham
IL‘_:›4,87566--Rmtr-477-3017-

'6 300

Now

_ 9

2 LOTS for sale in Preston
Heights, all utilities available. 753-9741.

11 7 ACRES,6 miles NW o
Murray on Palmer Rd
489-2740

venue
1991 Buic Par
iyas-ert-tgoti"44-179051--s4t/orr

9.300

460
3BR 2 bath, 803 N. 17th St.,
central gas h/a, $475/mo,
appliances furnished, no
pets, lease & deposit required. 762-4483 8-4pm.

Homes
For Safe
3br 2 bath brick with large
yard, between Murray and
Mayfield, $67,000
489-2296.
7 ROOM brick ranch, 3br
1'4 bath, central hla, appliances, wall-to-wall carpet double carport, low
70's 753-4359
BENTON- 2 story, 4d, 3
baths, 4 car garage, swimming pool 527-1051.

1992 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Ava441-rs-un-

'9 700

Now

3BR 2 bath, recently remodeled with stove, re- BEST buy in Canterbury: 4
frigerator, dishwahser, cenor 5br 3 bath brick, split
tral gas h/a, ceiling fans, level, double garage, large
$450/mo plus deposit,
covered deck, $120,000.
lease required,
-.753-5703 (owner).
753-1059
3BR brick, 4mi from town,
appliances furnished, 2 car
garage, $500/mo plus deposit, lease required
436-2113 or 759-4664.
1108 ELM St. nice 3br
duplex with extra large utility, central h/a, new carpet,
$375/mo plus deposit, lyr
lease, by appt only Be
available March 1st
1-502-684-6340
360

Hwy 641, one mile S of Hazel, Ky or across
from Governor's Mall behind Woody's
Clarksville Tn • 615-552-8787

270
Mobil.
Homes For Sala

2BR,farmhouse gas heat,
community water, $275/mo
plus deposit. 753-7724.

DEAL of the sentury 38R
bath home. central gas
h/a. white stone, large front
porch. fenced back yard in
Kingswood sub Everything
in house brand new Built in
1987 $69.900 firm
MI233e 2

25 WOODED waterfron
acres for sale. Fronting on YAMAHA 4 wheeler, TeriKy lake. A unique property Pro with PTO shaft, good
with lovely lake veiws and condition_ 489-2740
easy lake access. Offered
at $112,000. Contact KopP91.14 =8.94.1V 7 .3-1222.
MLS #30439233.

200

38

•

1 ROOM eliciency. very
near MSU, portal taboos
furnished Available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898

1BR apartment newly de1981 KUFKIN 45ft factory corated, furnished and all
open top van trailer, good utilities paid. Near downtarp,--7014- rubber,- -2-4,--6---ew.-nerptikitabill-40budds, interior post, excel„ posit required, available
lent condition, $7,90u• March 1st 436-2755.
489-2945.
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
1984 48FT x 1021n, exterior energy efficient. No pets.
post, new tarp & factory $285/mo +deposit.
open top, van trailer, 1020 753-8848 before 9pm.
spoke wheels, good tires,
1 LARGE bedroom lots of
$10,950. 489-2945.
closets, water furnished,
close to Campus. 753-0859
FOR sale: 2000lb. forklift,
or 753-5214.
tow motor, triple action, excellent condition. 1 OR 2br apts. near down502-753-5561.
town Murray. 753-4109.

ed
ce

ast
ed
ler
for
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or

1961 AVON Park. 3br to
Gated in Fox Meadows
$7500 leave message
753-9745

Apartments
For Rent

•

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

SB

Ankles
For Salo

'TIRES & ivheels for Chevy
Puck. TA Radial $175, 2
ANGEL rear wow mirror snow
Iles and wheels for
hangings. send $7 99 - Chevy
Call S112-753-243.5
truck
$75
Angel wings PO Box
753-2662
54229, Cincinnati, OH
TRUCK topper, light
45254-0229
120
weight for Ford or ChevBOGARD truciung and ex- rolet long wheel base
Computers
cavating tic We haul top Servo barrel
saddle, $275
ANT-UKE SPEED- OUT soil, gravel fill din white 753-2905 or 753-7536
HARD rock, rip rap Mon Fri
OF MEMORYUSED student desk, used
DRIVE FULL- if this de- 8-4pm, 753-2446
wood chairs also hand
scribes your computer
FOR sale: heavy duty mov- strip & refinished
furniture
call HAWKINS REing boxes Large boxes George Hodge 806 Col
SEARCH now 753-7001.
$2.50 small boxes $1 50, divider Rd Murray
Motorola cellular phone,
140
$100. 759-2546.
Ward
FOR sale: super single waTo Buy
ter bed $65, Smith Corona
ANTIOUES by the piece or word processor with full CHESTS, beds, dresser,
collections. 753-9433 day screen, disk drive and living room & bedroom
loaded capabilities $200
or night.
groups, 2pc sloppy joe den
Full size violin with case,
CASH paid for good, used chin rest, bow and music group, loveseat, queen
rides, shotguns, and pis- Stand $400 759-2278 sleeper, 7pc diningroom
suite, china cabinet, drop
tols Benson Sporting leave message
leaf dinette variety & chair,
Goods, 519 S 12th,
GRAY/tan pillow back sofa tables, tables, vacMurray
couch $75. Baldwin organ uum, victrolia, desks, large
JUNK cars & trucks. Phone $600. 474-8222.
office desk, washer, dorm
753-3633 ask for Larry.
refrigerator, carpets,
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
OLD photography and pistols, rifles & shot guns. braided rug, chifferobe, 6
leg table. 753-1502 Canaprinting equipment Send
Work boots, camotlauge
list to 603 Main, Murray or clothing. Jerry Sporting way Furniture.
call 753-5470.
COFFEE table and matchGoods, Mayfield, Ky
ing end tables. Solid oak
WANTED: 2 axle boat 247-4704.
with granet inserts, $500.
trailer for 24ft boat. Send
NEW 5x8' utility trailer, 16 Round pedistle dinnette
pictures & asking price to:
cu freezer, 1961 Ford Fal- table with matching chairs,
Andy Rachoy, PO 793,
con. 759-9258.
solid oak, $350. 753-5644
Murray, Ky 42071.
NEW metal siding & roof- after 5pm.
ing. Cover 36" an to length COUCH & loveseat, over150
in 10 colors, galvanized stuffed Aztec design, 5mo
Articles
and galvalume. Secondary old, $500 obo. 492-8198.
For Us
if available. Portable car1986 ASTRO van, $3000. port kits. 489-2722 or EXTRA nice oak bedroom
1978 inboard, outboard ski- 489-2724.
suite. 753-8666 after 5pm.
boat 1966 Chevy truck,
priced to sell. Call NEW sequin and beaded SELEY posture pedic rotaprom dresses arriving tion mattress & box springs
474-8050 or 753-7050.
weekly. Rent or sale. Sizes with frame & headboard,
1990 SOLOFLEX with but- 2-3X large. Tux rental also. $150. 753-0575 after 2prn
terfly & leg extensions, Uptown Girl Boutique, 98 or 753-9506 after 4pm._
good condition, $650. Call West 5th St., Benton, Ky.
USED furniture: dressers,
753-9445 after 5pm.
(502)527-8899.
chests, dishwasher, rangeelec., refrigerator, washer
A nerica's Second Car
& dryer, dining room table &
4 chairs, hutch & more. Call
753-7617 or 759-3020.

ate
ed
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s),
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For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drove behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905,
753-7536

New 3 BR-2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City

753-5561
CUSTOM built 3br 24
bath, all gas Cape Cod,
with oak cabinets in large
cheerful kitchen with bay
windows FP. Master bed
room, down with garden
jacuzzi tub, walk-in closets
in each bedroom, 2 car
attached garage with 2 car
detached garage Enjoy
city utilities and pay county
taxes Just reduced to
$149900 Call today and
lets start placing your furni
lure Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MIS 03000204

...13Las-4te3130--golOr

Now

'9,500

1300 121 By-Pass • Murray, KY 42071
753-5315

;
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lariats
Mend'
32 FOOT Kole:lay camper
$3500 Serious Inquires
only 502 759-44i4

PLUMBING repairman twill
same day softie* Call
436 5255

*
Four Star
Mobile Nome
Parts & ServIce
awe a.a.ams.
vo,
S.
root coming
moo com.r.a
L.Wmgy, ruvl Jedersmeeryi

*

ROOD Ranger 2111
per sleeps 6 self con
tamed excellent oonditon
$2600 435 4129

ROA S Machine Quilting
chiose of patterns Phone
502 759 2479 Murray Ky

Mown* warranty
K Rae .nowww...9
Doors. monocww mos&
s.Ang Soot 'spa.,

-• 14 FT Jon boat 72" beam
bi coraden.fig
plywood floor carpeted
Phone (502) 492-6466
100f upnoIstered seats 25
* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *
horse electric start Evin
rude depth finder trolling
motor and trailer
CUSTOM bulldozing arid
502 753-2293 •
backhoe work septic sys
16FT Lowe with Pro 50 terns 354-8161 after 4pm
Yamaha loaded with equip- Horace Shoat
ment low profile trailer CUSTOM tilling & small
$4650 753 1364 after bush hogging 489-2995
5Prrl
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1978 SKIBOAT excellent and Cooling Service Comcondition $3000 must sell plete installation and serCall 759 3020 or 753-7617 vice
Call Gary at
759-4754
1992 ASTRO bass boat,
17tt 10in long 175 EFI EXPERIENCED drywall
Mercury, excellent condi- finishing References availtion 753-2315
able Call 436-2060
FOR sate Pontoon boat
28FT 1977 Harris Moat boat
with 1977 Johnson Sea
motor
Horse
or
502 7 26 - 6 9 1 1
502-726-3832
5911
Services
?tiered
Al Hauling tree service
hedge trimming gutte
cleaning Clean-up junk
garbage Odd lobs, also Al
househld moving Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436-5744.
Al Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436 2247
or 492 8737

FOR your home, replacement windows Alcoa vinyl
siding & trim Bill Speed
492-8103
G & L Lawn Service lawn
care & landscaping
753-1934 day, 753-5847
night
HATAC- concrete pumping
services Dan Govern
502-354-8442
HONEY do lobs. Doing all
kinds of household handywork & fix it lobs 753-4034
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets upholstery, tree
estimates 753-5827

ROCKY Callen home re
per plumbing roofing, sid
ing 6 additions Al type
home
mobile 110010 repair Free estimates
474-2307
MURRAY Fencing Free
estimates Owned & oper
wed by Mike Farley Route
K
Murray
8
50275.3-9785
SENIOR Citizen services
call 753-4778 Auto phone
takes your number
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stella, KY
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530
ZEBS VCR Repair Fast
service, reasonable rates
Call 753-3557

ADORABLE male chocolate Lab pup and black
female Lab pup 5wks old,
found abandoned on Hwy
68 in draffenville Free to a
good home Please call
474-8340 after 5:30pm.

Al Tree trimming, carpentry, gutter cleaning Clean
out sheds, attics Free esti- LEWIS Exterior Cleaning FREE to good home. Femates
Paul Lamb_ houses, mobile homes, male Beagle, approx. 2yrs
brick & vinyl, buildings, old, good with children.
436-2269, 436 2102
R V.'s, sidewalks, free esti- 753-4867
sheetALL home repairs
mates (502)753-6490.
rock finishing & ceilings
sprayed Over 30yrs exper- LICENSED for electric and
570
ience Small ;obs welcome gas 753-7203.
Licensed & insured
Wanted
MULCH, delivered Murray
474-8377
area 436-5560
WANTED Serious training
ANTIQUE refinishing, furSEAMLESS gutters in- partner for intermediate
niture repair & custom
stalled residential or com- body building. Must be diswoodworking 753 8056
ciplined and committed to
mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
growth. 753-5778.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 753-6433
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER; 4-W5gta--BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways hauling foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

to

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436 5560

Brown gives presentation at conference
Dr Meg H Brown, assistant
professor of German and Spanish at
Murray State Universay, recently
attended the-Laun American Congress for German Studies in Mexico
City.

More than 200 parucipants from
throughout the Western Hemisphere- heard Brown's presentation
addressing her paper titled, "Die
Rezeption von Laura Esquivels
Como aqua para chocolate" in
Deutschland: Schaumend oder bittersub? ("The Reception of Laura
Esquivel's "Like Water for Choco-

late in Getaway: Bodies Cigar fla
isiersweetr).
The paper argues that while Geemany has been ielettalli ill Latin
Americai novels law MSS. the

country's Iukewees =ion of
ildicase
Esquivers 1992 wait
an end to this Hairy Met
After having been awarded a
Presidential Research Fellowship
from Murray State's Committee on
Insututional Studies and Research,
Brown wrote a book titled "The
Reception of Spanish American
Fiction in West Germany 1981,1991: A Study of Best Sellers."

Brown draw from hex book to
provide background inkessatios for
her presenuition in Merjeci City.
In her book, she nosed that 12
worts of tantalised fiction from
Spanish Anemia made the best
seater bat beams 19111 and 1991.

unlike before. The trend she in'matt gated during her visit to Germany
indicated that the Germans were
attracted to what the Spanish
American novels had to offer, characteristics uncommon to German
fiction,
In the pape-r she 'presented in

Mexico City. Brown focused on the
&climeofdiu acad. She pousu out
that"Like Water for Chocolate* was
a major selocess in the U.S., but not
in Gummy. Althosgh the 110Vel
soid wall hi imicloommy.a decline el
dr Num sand ow obvious.
411Mhouggli she hersevet that tht
cheese was influenced by many
Factors. Brown thinks it was pnmanly due to the reunification of
Germany
"With reunification, their interest
is focused on other things and other
literature, said Brown, who joined
the Murray State faculty in 1990

FOR THIS MURRAY STORE ONLY

LAST
AirS
•

Custom Woodworking.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
S
13;\e„.
1-111

• Dro b and see our showroom
-SUNBPURYy - MURRAY (Befund Bunny Bread)
753-5940

• 'I‘W....1101r1..bs.--4

•

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

BRYON'S lawn service
Free estimates 759 1522

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

l95

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

BOB'S Plumbing Service
Isulation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speoal sizes for
motor home boats RVs
arid etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value )Roy Hill 759-4664

MARCH 1

,
M A rinrG

COOL AVG PRODLIC TS

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

TRI-STATE
GARAGE BUILDERS
For Free Estimates

DRYWALL, finishing re
pairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

FOR BEST SELECTION
HURRY
IN
A Few Word,About our Sale... Atter Lilo!),re,ent in\ entiiric,we ,ii•Lti\ ereJ th,it our Nitirm •tore wis over•hickel We
con,idered movinv. the inerchm
..ke one it our tither 'I, ire,. Bill
\\
thdt tim i iv,reat Trortunav Iii think \ iitl t,,r ,litirruh: here hit- i I111.111\ \
So rle;te vHf iur %mix- 'hire
Like ,I.1‘.1111.v.i. ot. our SA

kout It. the in, ire c‘inviiwed we were
"Arrreom I. iS,Ile!"
Think ot
EVER)TI 11M

Call 1-800-767-5893

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the cfassifiecIST-You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

ONLY AT: 700 US Hwy 641 N. • Murray

Mastet Card

OPEN DAILY REGULAR HOURS' CASH, MAJOR CREDIT CARDS, ALL SALES FINAL
4

Call Us Today!

J

753-1916

•••• •
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•••
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT

and Mn. R.B. Patterson of MurWeis°. Gantt, dean of ado isaklitS
ray, will be on tour with the
and registrar.
David Lipscomb College dranusCraig &Ulm of Murray High
)E.th 1)11 GOTT I iamb fres-idly hos
tic production March 21-27'School has signed a football
[stall/id tor severe porn and fever from
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DEAR DR GOTT My II year old
grandson suffers troth dyslexia Is there
anything we can do to help him 4hrough
this'
DEAR READER Dyslexia is a read
ing and language disorder present from
birth The cause is unknown. The afflic
lion causes problems with language and
articulation. memory of letters, numbers and colors is affected. too. so thar
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for April 23 Wet-Dry
decline have been found to- costam sufficient signatures and
have been sent to Calloway
County lesigc/Esecuuve George
Weaks--for processing.
- Ricky Lowe, supervisor of
Wildlife Management Section of
Land Between the Lakes, spoke
on "Bald Eagle Restoration Program at LBL" at a meeting of Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High School Boys
and Girls beat Fulton County
Pilots and Calloway County High
School Boys and Girls beat Hickman County Falcons. Murray
High top scorers were Stan Rutledge for boys and Diana Ridley
for girls. Calloway County High
top scorers were Jamie Johnson
and Brad Skinner for boys and
Sherry Gallimore and Terri Malcom for girls.
Twenty years ago
• Final enrollment figures for the
spring semester at Murray State
University show an all-time high
head count of 7,355, according to
PCUMOSS
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DEAR .ON THE SPOT: You
are not obligated to return anything you /lid not order.
You are free to throw it
away, give it away or use it. The
choice is yours.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I am old enough to
remember World War IL and when
the enemy captured the "Spice
Islands," this made spices scarce.

including black pepper.
At that time, some restaurants
answered the problem by putting
coarsely ground black pepper in
shakers with small holes.
Recently an eatery in my

town
has done the same thing. My question: Is it "ladylike" to unscrew the
top of the. peppgr shaker to get the
pepper out?
NO LADY IN CARSON CITY

22 Kurosawa
' film
24 Roman 51
DEAR NO LADY: Absolutely
25 Barrdls
... and the salt, too, if necessary.
26 — Stanley
Gardner
27 — up the
wrong tree
DEAR ABBY: Whz _do notne peo28 Verve
ple always have to brag about their
29 Club —
30 Yes (Fr.)
kids? I have a relative who bores
32 Erin Gray on
people to death about how terrific
"Buck
his kids turned out. When they
Rogers..." •
were in school, their teachers had
33 Type of music
never seen such brilliant students
36 Brother of
And now that they're working, the
Odin
have absolutely saved their compa
37 — grits
38 Fractions
flies from bankruptcy. You can't
.40 Visit briefly
even say hello to this relative with(2 wds.)
out hearing a broken record of his
41 A state
children's accomplishments.
(abbr.)
Abby-,isn't bragging about your
43 And so —
•
own a little on the tacky side?
44 Bucky —
BORED TO TEARS
45 Passion
46 Lawyer
(abbr )
DEAR BORED: Yes, but be
.47 Genetic
charitable and try not to look
material
bored. What may sound like a
(abbr )
broken record to you is a par48 Carpel
.
„ enst's AWN.tune
49 Year (Sp I
50 Edgar Allan
For Abby's faverite family recipe.,
send a Ion(, self-addre...d-enveMpe, Mo.
cheek or money order for OLIN ($4.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Cookbooldet N”
I. P.O.11MIt 447,isleawn% in. MOM
MM.(Perellui
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SAVEGA•LOT
FOOD STORES
Regular Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9-7 • Fri.-Sat. 9-8
SUn. 12 Noon - 6 p.m.

CHAMPION OF EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
TNT TEMPORARY N TERRIFIC PRICES
Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Fairview Farms

Fresh Ripe

Smoked
Picnics

Tomatoes

Temporary N Terrific
Prairie Farm

Buttermilk
1/2 Gallon Carton

59'
Bubba Cola
24 Pack 24-12 oz. Cans

Ham & Cheese or Pepperoni

Hot Pockets

u.°

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Grogran's Country

Morning Delight
Homestyle or Buttermilk

Butterball
Honey Mustard

Biscuits

Turkey

71/2 oz. Can

6 oz. Pkg.

Sausage
16 oz. Roll

$
•

We accept checks for
the
amount
of
purchase only, food
stamps and manufacturer's coupons.
Savings up to 40%
on the food you use
the most — 100%
guaranteed!

4:as.olox-

99'
SAVE•AoLOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.
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Ad Effective
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We reserve the right
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